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ABSTRACT 

Wide field-of-view (FOV) microscopy is of high importance to biological research and clinical 

diagnosis where a high-throughput screening of samples is needed. This thesis presents the 

development of several novel wide FOV imaging technologies and demonstrates their capabilities 

in longitudinal imaging of living organisms, on the scale of viral plaques to live cells and tissues.  

The ePetri Dish is a wide FOV on-chip bright-field microscope. Here we applied an ePetri platform 

for plaque analysis of murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1). The ePetri offers the ability to dynamically 

track plaques at the individual cell death event level over a wide FOV of 6 mm × 4 mm at 30 min 

intervals. A density-based clustering algorithm is used to analyze the spatial-temporal distribution 

of cell death events to identify plaques at their earliest stages. We also demonstrate the capabilities 

of the ePetri in viral titer count and dynamically monitoring plaque formation, growth, and the 

influence of antiviral drugs. 

We developed another wide FOV imaging technique, the Talbot microscope, for the fluorescence 

imaging of live cells. The Talbot microscope takes advantage of the Talbot effect and can generate a 

focal spot array to scan the fluorescence samples directly on-chip. It has a resolution of 1.2 μm and 

a FOV of ~13 mm2. We further upgraded the Talbot microscope for the long-term time-lapse 

fluorescence imaging of live cell cultures, and analyzed the cells’ dynamic response to an anticancer 

drug.  

We present two wide FOV endoscopes for tissue imaging, named the AnCam and the PanCam. The 

AnCam is based on the contact image sensor (CIS) technology, and can scan the whole anal canal 

within 10 seconds with a resolution of 89 μm, a maximum FOV of 100 mm × 120 mm, and a depth-

of-field (DOF) of 0.65 mm. We also demonstrate the performance of the AnCam in whole anal 

canal imaging in both animal models and real patients. In addition to this, the PanCam is based on a 

smartphone platform integrated with a panoramic annular lens (PAL), and can capture a FOV of 18 

mm × 120 mm in a single shot with a resolution of 100─140 μm. In this work we demonstrate the 

PanCam’s performance in imaging a stained tissue sample.  
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C h a p t e r  1  

INTRODUCTION 

Optical microscopy has been one of the most important tools in biological research and 

modern clinical diagnosis. However, since its invention in the 16th century, the basic 

structure of the optical microscope has not changed too much from its original design. 

Because of its limited field-of-view (FOV), bulky size, and high cost, conventional 

microscopy is now becoming a bottleneck in rapidly emerging and evolving areas in life 

science, pharmaceutical development, and point-of-care diagnosis, where a low-cost, wide-

FOV, high-resolution imaging solution is needed for the longitudinal study of living cells or 

tissues, such as high-throughput genetic screening [1] and time-lapse live cell imaging [2]. 

In this chapter, we will first review the imaging principles of conventional optical 

microscopes and endoscopes. We will then discuss the basic properties of the microscopes 

and the limitations of conventional microscopes corresponding to these properties. Next, 

we will review the modern wide FOV microscopy technologies.  Finally, we will introduce 

our approach and outline the structure of this thesis. 

1.1 Conventional microscopes 

A microscope is an instrument that can provide magnified images of small objects that 

cannot be resolved by the naked eye. Although it is not easy to identify the first inventor of 

the optical microscope, the wide-spread use of the microscope started between the 1660s 

and 1670s. During this period of time, Robert Hooke published his book Micrographia in 

England, illustrating microscopic structures such as plant cells [3], while Dutch scientist 

Antonie van Leeuwenhoek also built microscopes that led to his discovery of many micro-

organisms, including bacteria and sperm cells. Figure 1.1 shows a microscope made in 

France in 1751 and now exhibited in the Getty Center Los Angeles, which contains an 

objective lens, an eyepiece, an ocular micrometer, and a micrometric stage; also different 

lenses can be replaced to change magnifications. Over the centuries, a vast number of 

technological and manufacturing improvements have been made to improve the image 

quality of the microscope, however, the basic principle of the optical microscope we are 

using today is not much different from those early microscopes.  
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Figure 1.1. A microscope with replaceable lenses. This microscope was made in France 

around 1751 and is now exhibited in the Getty Center Los Angeles. (a) The microscope 

body. (b) Replaceable lenses. 

The basic structure of a modern infinite-corrected microscope is illustrated in Figure 1.2. It 

consists of a light source, an objective lens, a tube lens, and an image sensor. The sample is 

illuminated by the light source and placed at the front focal plane of the objective, and an 

image is created at infinity behind the objective. The tube lens re-projects this image from 

infinity to the image plane to generate a magnified image. This image is then captured and 

read out by the image sensor. The objective is the central part of the microscope, since it 

determines the most important properties of the microscope, including resolution and field-

of-view (FOV).  
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Figure 1.2. The basic setup of a conventional infinite-corrected microscope. It consists 

of a light source, an objective lens, a tube lens, and an image sensor. 

1.2 Characteristics of a microscopic imaging system 

There are many properties describing the capabilities of a microscopic imaging system to 

correctly recover the information from the sample. They include resolution, FOV, depth-of-

field (DOF), aberrations, etc. For the scope of this thesis, we will only discuss resolution, 

FOV, and their relationship in detail.  

1.2.1 Resolution  

Resolution describes a microscope’s ability to resolve details inside a given sample. In an 

aberration-free microscope system the optical resolution is determined by diffraction: a 

point source at the object plane generates a diffraction pattern at the image plane consisting 

of a central spot surrounded by a series of concentric diffraction rings. This pattern is 

named an Airy disk. Therefore, the resolution of the microscope is just the minimum 

separation distance of two Airy disks at the point at which they can still be distinguished.  

Ernst Abbe first established a resolution equation in 1873 based on the radius of the Airy 

disk [4]:  

𝐴𝑏𝑏𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜆
2 𝑁.𝐴.

                                               (1─1) 
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where λ is the wavelength and N.A. is the numerical aperture of the objective, which is 

defined as: 

𝑁.𝐴. = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃                                                             (1─2) 

where n is the refractive index of the medium between the sample and the objective lens, 

and θ is one-half of the objective angular aperture (Figure 1.3). 

 

Figure 1.3. Numerical Aperture (N.A.) of a microscope objective 

Lord Rayleigh refined this resolution in 1896 in a more quantitative way: two points are 

regarded as being resolved by the microscope if the center of one Airy disk overlaps with 

the first minimum of the other Airy disk: 

𝑅𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.61 𝜆
 𝑁.𝐴.

                                               (1─3) 

This equation was derived due to the fact that the Airy disk comes from the Fraunhofer 

diffraction pattern of a circular aperture, and number 0.61 comes from a calculation of the 

first zero of a Bessel function contained in the intensity profile of the Fraunhofer diffraction 

pattern.   

In order to establish the optical resolution, two methods are widely used. The first method 

is to measure the point spread function (PSF) or optical transfer function (OTF) of the 

system; the second one is to directly image a test target and read out the minimal 

discernible pattern in it. It is worth noting that the optical resolution we discussed so far is 

only for an aberration-free system, and the resolution can be deteriorated with the existence 

of an aberration.  One should also notice that the overall resolution of an optical imaging 
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system depends on the pixel resolution of the image sensor as well, which we will cover in 

Section 1.2.1.3. 

1.2.1.1 Optical Resolution Measurement using Point Spread Function (PSF) and 

Optical Transfer Function (OTF) 

In the section above we discussed the Airy disk, which is actually an observation of the 

PSF in the microscope imaging system. By definition, the PSF is the response of an 

imaging system to a point source. Therefore, for an imaging system, the image is the 

convolution of the object with the PSF. This convolution introduces blur into the image. 

The sharper the PSF is, the less blur will be introduced, and the higher resolution the image 

will have. Therefore, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF is often used to 

define the system’s resolution. 

For measuring the PSF, point source-like samples are often used. For example, 

microspheres with known diameters much smaller than the estimated resolution will be a 

good choice. After adjusting the sample in focus, the image of the sample can be obtained 

and its intensity profile can be treated as the PSF.  

On the other hand, the OTF is defined as the Fourier transform of PSF. In frequency 

domain, the image can be simply expressed as the object multiplied by the OTF. It 

describes the imaging system’s response to different frequency components. It is easy to 

discover that an imaging system acts like a low-pass filter: the amplitude of OTF drops as 

the frequency increases, so that the system does not have enough response at too high 

frequencies (as it cannot resolve too small patterns in spatial domain). The amplitude of 

OTF is called the modulation transfer function (MTF). Ultimately, the cutoff frequencies 

for a certain MTF value can also be used to establish the resolution.  

To measure the MTF, a test chart having line patterns with continuously changing 

frequencies is often used. An MTF curve can be plotted by calculating the contrast of the 

image at different line frequencies. The frequency where its MTF drops to 10% of its 

maximum value is often treated as the cutoff frequency and labeled MTF10. Converting 

this frequency back into its spatial size will give the spatial resolution of the system.    
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It should also be noted that this thesis’s scope is incoherent imaging, so the PSF and OTF 

discussed here are only the intensities. For coherent systems, PSF and OTF will be complex 

functions and therefore we have to consider both the intensity and the phase during the 

calculation. Although in Chapter 3 we used coherent light (laser) for fluorescence 

excitation, the fluorescence emission is still incoherent, so we are still working with an 

incoherent imaging system. 

Figure 1.4 summarizes the relationship of the object, image, PSF, and OTF in spatial and 

frequency domain. gOBG and GOBG represent the object in spatial and frequency domain, 

respectively, and gIMG and GIMG represent the object in spatial and frequency domain, 

respectively. (x,y) are the coordinates in spatial domain, and (u,v) are the coordinates in the 

angular spectrum in frequency domain.  

 

Figure 1.4. Relationship between PSF and OTF 

1.2.1.2 Resolution Measurement using Test Targets 

Besides the PSF/OTF measurement, standard test targets with patterns of known sizes are 

often used to directly read out the resolution limit of the microscopic system. There are 

many choices of test targets, such as the USAF 1951 target, NBS 1952 target, NBS 1010a 

target, etc. Among them, the USAF 1951 target has been widely used in microscopy and 

also in our thesis, so we will describe its principle in detail. The USAF 1951 target consists 

of horizontal and vertical bars organized in groups and elements. There are twelve groups 
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in total (numbered from -2 to 9). Each group has six elements (numbered from 1 to 6). Each 

element is composed of three equal-spaced horizontal and vertical bars, respectively, and 

the length of each bar is equal to five times its width (Figure 1.5). The size of the bars 

decreases as the group and element number increase. Vertical bars are for horizontal 

resolution measurement, and horizontal bars are for vertical resolution measurement. One 

line pair (lp) is defined as the spacing between the center of two bars (shown as ‘d’ in 

Figure 1.5). The resolution can be defined either in frequency domain using maximally 

discernible lp per mm, or in spatial domain using minimally discernible spacing of two 

bars. It should be noted that it is the spacing (d) instead of the width (x) of the bars that 

defines the resolution. 

 

Figure 1.5. An element of the USAF 1951 target  

Qualitatively, the resolution of an imaging system is calculated as the group and element 

combination of the smallest discernible pattern. The resolution (in terms of line pairs per 

millimeter, or lp/mm) can be calculated by: 

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 2𝐺+
𝐸−1
6                                                (1─4) 

where G is the group number and E is the element number. For instance, if the smallest 

discernible pattern is Group 3 element 4, then the resolution of the system can be calculated 

as 23+
4−1
6  = 11.3 lp/mm.  To convert this spatial resolution, we can simply take the 

reciprocal of this number, which is 1/11.3 mm=0.0885 mm=88.5 μm. 

It is worth noting that the USAF 1951 target can only support resolution measurement 

down to 1.56 μm. If an imaging system has higher resolution beyond this target, then 

smaller bars can be custom fabricated using a similar style. 

1.2.1.3 Resolution of the image sensor 
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As discussed in Section 1.2.1.1 and 1.2.1.2, the diffraction-limited optical resolution can be 

measured using either PSF/OTF measurement or test targets. However, this optical 

resolution may not necessarily be the overall resolution of the imaging system, since the 

pixel resolution of the image sensor also has to be taken into account. 

It is worth noting that all the digital images are captured by the pixelated image sensor, so 

they are the discretely sampled version of the original image. In order to maintain the 

optical resolution as the image system’s resolution, one has to make sure that the sensor 

pixel is able to sample the size of the optical resolution without aliasing. According to the 

Nyquist sampling theorem, this requires the pixel size to be no larger than half of the 

resolution.  

This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.6. We can consider that two bars on the USAF 1951 

target are imaged onto an image sensor. When the sensor pixel size is larger than half of the 

resolution (Figure 1.6a), even if the two bars can be optically resolved by the lens, they can 

still be projected onto adjacent pixels on the image sensor, and thus cannot be resolved by 

the imaging system. In this case, the images of the two bars need to have a separation of at 

least two pixels in order to be resolved by the image sensor (Figure 1.6b), so that the overall 

resolution of the image system is determined by the image sensor instead of the optics. By 

increasing the sensor’s pixel density, the imaging system can now achieve its optical 

resolution (Figure 1.6c). Therefore, it is necessary to verify both the optical resolution and 

the sensor’s pixel resolution when designing a microscope imaging system.  
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Figure 1.6. The image sensor’s impact on resolution. (a) When the sensor pixel size is 

larger than half of the resolution, even if the two bars can be optically resolved by the lens, 

they may still not be resolved by the imaging system. (b) The images of the two bars need 

to have a separation of at least two pixels in order to be resolved by the image sensor. (c) 

The imaging system can achieve its optical resolution by using an image sensor with small 

enough pixels. 

1.2.2 The relationship between field-of-view (FOV) and resolution 

Field-of-view (FOV) can be defined as the lateral dimension of the sample that can be 

imaged by the microscope. For the conventional microscope system, the resolution and 

FOV are closely related with each other. The degree of freedom of a microscope system, or 

the number of independent pixels from a recorded image, is defined as the system’s space-

bandwidth product (SBP) [5,6]. Although there are many choices of commercial objective 

lenses, the SBP of the microscope has not experienced too much improvement. This 

implies an intrinsic tradeoff between resolution and FOV, which can also be better 

understood by considering the image sensor in the microscope: the number of pixels in the 

image sensor represents the degree of freedom of the system and it is a constant value. High 

resolution imaging has to use more pixels to sample small features, so there will not be 

enough pixels to sample the FOV. On the other hand, low magnification imaging uses the 

image sensor to collect a large FOV, so the pixels will not be dense enough to sample high 

resolution features.  

1.3 Modern techniques for wide FOV microscopy 

In order to break the limit of SBP, or to expand the FOV while maintaining the resolution, 

many new techniques have been developed in recent years. Some of them re-engineer the 

illumination method, so that extra information can be obtained using an image sensor with 

limited number of pixels. Representative examples are the Fourier ptychographic 

microscopy (FPM), the digital in-line holography, and scanning of focal spot array. There 

are also other techniques using a more straight-forward approach that scans the FOV on the 

sample by generating movement between the sample and the image sensor. We will discuss 

the principles of these new techniques in this section. 

1.3.1 Fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM) 
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The FPM works with a large FOV but low resolution objective and improves its resolution 

by implementing a novel illumination method [6─8]. It uses an LED array as the light 

source, and each LED provides an oblique illumination of the sample, inducing a frequency 

shift of the image in Fourier space. By a raster scan of the LEDs, a series of low-resolution 

raw images are obtained, each with a different amount of frequency shift. These raw images 

can then be stitched together using an iterative computation method to expand the cut-off 

frequency, and thus a high-resolution, wide-FOV image can be obtained. The FPM is a 

potentially cost-effective solution since it does not need expensive high-N.A. objective 

lenses. Although the current FPM system is modified from a standard microscope and it is 

still bulky, it has potential to be built into a more compact size by custom assembling its 

LED array, objective, tube lens, and image sensor. 

1.3.2 Lensfree holographic on-chip microscopy 

Dennis Gabor introduced holography as a lensless microscopic imaging method in 1948 

[9]. In recent years, digital holographic microscopy has become an emerging field, where 

image sensors have been used for holographic measurement and computational methods 

have been applied for holographic reconstruction [10]. As a related technique, the lensfree 

holographic on-chip microscopy has been developed as a wide-FOV high-resolution 

imaging solution [11,12]. In its setup, the sample is placed directly on an image sensor with 

a small distance to the sensor’s pixel surface. An LED with a pinhole is used to project the 

coherent reference light wave onto the sample, and the interference of the reference wave 

with the sample-scattered wave is recorded by the image sensor. By using an iterative 

computational method, the image of the sample can be reconstructed. The resolution is 1-2 

μm, and can be further improved to sub-micron by using multiple LED illumination and a 

superresolution algorithm [13]. This method has a large FOV similar to the image sensor’s 

surface, and is able to recover both the amplitude and the phase information of the sample. 

However, its reconstruction algorithm has an assumption of sample sparcity, so it is not 

suitable for imaging samples with high confluency, such as cultured cells. Recently, this 

method gained the ability of imaging dense samples by placing the sample at multiple 

distances to the image sensor surface to obtain more information for the reconstruction 

[14]. 

1.3.3 Scanning of focal spot array 
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Using scanning focal spots for illumination is another method to break the SBP limit. In 

this case, the resolution is not directly determined by the collection optics or the image 

sensor’s pixel size, but by the size of the focal spots. Therefore, we are able to design the 

collection optics and image sensors to collect wide FOV and design the focal spots to 

provide high resolution at the same time. In order to improve the throughput and expand the 

FOV, it is preferable to use a large array of focal spots to scan the sample simultaneously. 

Researchers have been thinking of different methods for focal spot generation and 

scanning, and here we will introduce two approaches in this category.   

Arpali et al. used a spatial light modulator (SLM) to generate an array of Gaussian-shaped 

spots on the sample surface [15]. The sample is loaded onto the CCD surface through a 

channel made of adhesive tapes, and the spot array laterally scans the sample by controlling 

the SLM to get a sequence of images. These images are then merged to generate the final 

image. Based on the PSF measurement, this demonstrated resolution was not high (~200 

μm), due to the width of the Gaussian spots.  

Orth and Crozier demonstrated high throughput fluorescence scanning microscopy with an 

SBP of gigapixel [16─18].  A microlens array (MLA) is illuminated by a green laser beam 

to generate a focal spot array, and the sample is mounted onto a piezoelectric stage and 

placed at this focal plane. By the mechanical movement of the stage, the focal spot array 

performs a raster scan on the sample. Raw images are captured at each scan step by an 

image sensor, and are then reconstructed into a high-resolution wide-FOV image. This 

method can achieve a resolution as high as 0.7  μm and an FOV over 5.5 mm × 5.5 mm 

[16], and multi-color fluorescence imaging can be realized by using a multi-wavelength 

excitation laser [18]. However, the need of the piezoelectric stage for the scanning increases 

the size and cost of the system. 

1.3.4 Scanning of FOV 

Scanning the FOV on the sample is a very straightforward idea for wide FOV imaging. 

This method can be easily seen in modern microscopes. Microscopes equipped with 

motorized stages are available in the market, and are capable of imaging multiple areas and 

stitching them together to create a larger FOV. However, these systems are bulky and high-

cost.    
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Another idea about scanning the FOV comes from commercial flatbed document scanners. 

In recent years, contact image sensor (CIS) technology has been widely used within 

commercialized flatbed scanners, where a SELFOC® lens array (SLA) is implemented to 

create a 1:1 image of the document onto a linear image sensor. This CIS technology has 

been further explored as a low cost solution for wide FOV imaging [19,20]. Zheng, et al. 

built a wide FOV brightfield scanning microscopy system based on a closed-circuit 

television (CCTV) lens for image magnification and a flatbed scanner for image acquisition, 

achieving a sub-micron resolution with a 10 mm × 7.5 mm FOV [19]. In another work, 

Göröcs, et al. demonstrated wide FOV fluorescence imaging by adding an excitation light 

source and an emission filter to the flatbed scanner, and a >500 cm2 FOV was obtained 

with a ~10 μm resolution [20]. Both of these two approaches achieved gigapixel-level SBP.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

1.4 The structure of this thesis 

This thesis is focused on the development of novel wide FOV microscopic imaging 

systems, and the demonstration of their capabilities in the longitudinal study of living 

organisms on different scales, including viral plaques, cultured cells, and live tissues. 

In Chapter 2, we will report the application of a wide FOV bright-field on-chip microscope, 

the ePetri dish, in viral plaque analysis. In Chapter 3, we will introduce a wide FOV 

fluorescence on-chip microscope, named the Talbot microscope, and demonstrate its 

capability in high-throughput fluorescence imaging of living cells. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 

will focus on two new endoscopic technologies for the wide FOV imaging of the whole 

anal canal tissue. In Chapter 4, we will describe a scanning-based endoscope, named the 

AnCam. In Chapter 5, we will introduce an endoscope integrated with a panoramic lens and 

a smartphone, named the PanCam. Chapter 6 will give a summary of this thesis. 
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C h a p t e r  2  

VIRAL PLAQUE ANALYSIS ON AN EPETRI PLATFORM 

In this chapter, we will describe the application of a wide field-of-view (FOV), time-lapse, 

on-chip imaging platform, the ePetri, for plaque analysis of murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1). 

The observation of viral plaques is the standard method for determining viral titer and 

understanding the behaviors of viruses. The ePetri offers the ability to dynamically track 

plaques at the individual cell death event level over a wide FOV of 6 mm × 4 mm. As 

demonstrated, we captured high-resolution time-lapse images of MNV-1-infected cells at 

30 min intervals. We implemented a customized image-processing program containing a 

density-based clustering algorithm to analyze the spatial-temporal distribution of cell death 

events to identify plaques at their earliest stages. By using the results in a viral titer count 

format, we showed that our approach gives results that are comparable to conventional 

plaque assays. We further showed that the extra information collected by the ePetri can be 

used to monitor the dynamics of plaque formation and growth. Finally, we performed a 

demonstration experiment to show the relevance of such an experimental format for 

antiviral drug study. We believe the ePetri is a simple and compact solution for the 

automation of viral plaque assays, plaque behavior analysis, and antiviral drug discovery 

and study. This chapter is adapted from C. Han and C. H. Yang, "Viral plaque analysis on a 

wide field-of-view, time-lapse, on-chip imaging platform," Analyst 139, 3727-3734 (2014). 

2.1 Background 

The analysis of viral plaques is the standard method for determining virus concentration 

and understanding their proliferation and spread behaviors [1,2]. A plaque is a region of 

host cells undergoing cytopathic effects (CPEs). Plaque growth is initiated when a virus 

particle attaches to a host cell, penetrates the cell membrane, replicates, induces CPE, and 

releases a new generation of viruses, which then diffuse to neighboring host cells to repeat 

the process [3]. Because each plaque originates from a single virus particle, the number of 

plaques can be counted to determine the virus titer in a sample. This method is termed a 

plaque assay, and is widely used for viral quantification [1,4]. The area and shape of the 

plaques, together with the speed of plaque growth, can be used to study viral behavior [5]. 

Viral plaques can also be used for the screening of antiviral drugs [6]. 
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Since the establishment of the first plaque assay [4], little has changed over the decades. 

Viral plaques are still grown in conventional Petri dishes or multi-well plates. Plaques are 

counted by the naked eye; therefore, several days are required for sufficient growth of the 

plaques [1]. This manual counting process is labor-intensive and time-consuming. The 

plates also have to be taken out of the incubator for observation, which is inconvenient and 

may disturb virus distribution. In addition, the cells need to be stained with dyes such as 

neutral red or crystal violet to enhance contrast for the plaque readout, preventing 

continuous monitoring of plaque growth dynamics. 

In recent years, studies have used standard microscopes for time-lapse imaging of viral 

plaques in order to investigate the behaviors of different viruses. Wodarz et al. monitored 

the spatial dynamics of recombinant adenovirus type-5 proliferation using a fluorescence 

microscope [7]. However, they had a large imaging interval (24 h), and had to capture 

several images for each plaque and stitch them together due to the small FOV of the 

microscope. Doceul et al. studied the rapid plaque growth of the Vaccinia virus using a 

microscope integrated with a stage incubator that collected time-lapse images at much 

shorter intervals (1 h) [2]; however, they were also restricted by a 10× objective FOV, so a 

limited number of plaques were recorded for statistical build-up. In summary, standard 

microscopes are high-cost with limited FOVs; therefore, they are not ideal platforms for 

viral plaque analysis. 

Commercialized systems such as the aCOLyte 3 and ProtoCOL 3 from Synbiosis were 

developed for wide FOV colony counting. They used light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for 

illumination, a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with a lens for imaging, and 

integrated software capable of automated plaque counting from Petri dishes or multi-well 

plates. However, they have limited resolution (e.g., ProtoCOL 3 can accurately measure 

features down to 0.1 mm) and cannot support the observation of single cell death events. 

They do not provide a cell culture environment and are not designed for continuous plaque 

growth monitoring. Similar to the conventional manual plaque counting method, the sample 

usually has to be stained with dyes to provide better contrast for the automatic plaque 

counting software. A technology that combines the resolution of a microscope with the 

large FOV of a commercialized colony counting system, and supports time-lapse imaging, 

is strongly needed.  
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Our group recently developed a wide-FOV, on-chip imaging method termed ePetri and 

have demonstrated its compact, wide-FOV imaging capability in longitudinal monitoring of 

cell culture and stem cell differentiation [8]. This technique is based on the use of a super-

resolution algorithm [9] in combination with proximal cell imaging by growing the cells 

directly on the sensor chip to perform high-resolution and wide-FOV imaging. If the 

resolution of the image is restricted by the detector pixel size, we can enhance it by 

capturing a sequence of sub-pixel-shifted, low-resolution (LR) images and combining them 

to reconstruct a high-resolution (HR) image. The ePetri device has demonstrated the ability 

to image at 700-nm resolution with a FOV of 6 mm × 4 mm without using any optical 

lenses.  

The ePetri device has several intrinsic advantages for plaque analysis. First, its wide FOV 

supports the observation of multiple plaques at the same time. Second, its sub-micron 

resolution enables much earlier identification of a plaque site than conventional means, as 

well as observation of individual cell death events within each plaque. Third, the imaging 

process can be operated automatically and continuously inside the incubator. This not only 

saves labor and avoids disturbing the sample, but also allows the monitoring of the plaque 

growth process. Fourth, the ePetri device is engineered using mass-producible electronic 

components without optical lenses, making it a low-cost imaging solution. Finally, the 

ePetri device is compact in size (10 × 10 × 10 cm3 for our current prototype) and allows 

multiple devices to be run in parallel inside the same incubator, increasing imaging 

throughput. 

In this chapter, we developed the ePetri device for use with viral plaque assays, as well as 

for monitoring the dynamics of viral plaque formation and development. We chose murine 

norovirus 1 (MNV-1) as our model virus and RAW 264.7 as the host cell line. During the 

on-chip plaque growth we obtained a 24-mm2 FOV and time-lapse HR images at 30 min 

intervals. We then built an image-processing program for plaque recognition and tracking. 

We observed that cells undergoing CPE would detach from the substrate, becoming 

spherical, which focuses more light onto the sensor surface, causing them to appear much 

brighter than healthy cells. Taking advantage of this effect, we were able to segment dying 

cells from healthy cells using a simple thresholding method. We also noticed that a plaque 

is a cluster of high-density cell death events, so we incorporated a well-established, density-
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based clustering algorithm [10] to detect the plaques. To our knowledge, this is the first 

time a clustering algorithm has been used for viral plaque detection. The last step of the 

program distinguishes between connected plaques by tracking their growth history. Using 

this program we conducted a plaque assay, tracked plaque growth, and studied antiviral 

drugs.  

In this chapter, we will first describe the ePetri device setup in detail and explain the 

imaging approach. Next we will explain our customized plaque recognition program. We 

will then demonstrate the plaque counting performance of our system in comparison with 

conventional plaque assays. Then we will show the dynamic monitoring of plaque 

formation and growth. Finally, we will describe the demonstration use of our system to 

investigate the responses of viral plaque growth to two different antiviral drugs: 2’-C-

methylcytidine (2CMC) and neuraminidase.   

2.2 Imaging principles and system setup 

When the sample is on the surface of a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor 

(CMOS) image sensor, it can directly record a shadow image of the sample. However, due 

to the pixel size of the image sensor (2.2 µm in our experiment), the resolution is limited to 

approximately twice the pixel size (according to the Nyquist criterion). To improve the 

pixel-limited resolution, we applied a super-resolution algorithm described in our previous 

work [8,9]. Briefly, we placed the sample 1 µm above the image sensor surface 

(determined by the sensor’s passivation layer), then tilted the illumination angle to induce a 

sub-pixel shift of the sample shadow on the image sensor, and captured a series of LR 

images at each angle. Next, we calculated the amount of the shift by estimating the height 

of the sample above the pixels. Finally, we interpolated the LR images into a larger matrix 

according to their corresponding shift amounts, to reconstruct a HR image. 

The ePetri device is depicted in Figure 2.1a. It consists of (1) an illuminator, (2) a CMOS 

sensor chip with a reservoir (also shown in Figure 2.2b), (3) a camera board, and (4) a 

thermoelectric cooler (TEC) with a fan. RAW 264.7 cells were cultured on the sensor 

(Figure 2.2a), and infected with MNV-1 (Figure 2.2b); subsequently, the sensor chip was 

mounted onto the camera board. As viral plaques appeared and expanded (Figure 2.2c), 

time-lapse LR images were recorded: at each frame, the 8×8 LED array illuminated the 
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sample from different angles by switching on one LED at a time and performing a raster 

scan (Figure 2.3), creating a sequence of LR images. The TEC and fan were used to protect 

the cells and viruses from the heat generated by the sensor circuit. During the imaging 

process, the system was placed inside a standard 37°C CO2 incubator. A laptop running a 

customized MATLAB program was used to control the LED array, the TEC, and the fan, as 

well as to collect the LR images at 30-min intervals. After imaging, another customized 

MATLAB super-resolution program processed the LR images and produced a HR image 

for each imaging interval.  

 

Figure 2.1. The ePetri device setup. (a) The ePetri device prototype. (b) Image sensor 

with reservoir.  
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Figure 2.2. Viral infection and plaque growth on the image sensor. (a) Cells are 

cultured on the sensor. (b) Cells are infected by the virus. (c) A viral plaque appears and 

starts to expand. 

 

Figure 2.3. The scanning mechanism of the 8×8 LED array. (a) One LED is switched on 

at a time. (b) The LED array performs a raster scan with its LEDs. 

As demonstrated, Figure 2.4 shows a representative image of a HR image compared with a 

LR image at the same region during the viral plaque development at 22.5 h after infection. 

Cells under CPEs are clearly discernible from the HR image (inside the white circle), while 

they are hard to distinguish in the LR image. We can also notice that the dead cells are 

brighter than the background, so they can be directly recognized by simple thresholding. 
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Figure 2.4. Comparison of a HR image with a LR image during the viral plaque 

growth process. Left: HR image. Right: LR image. 

To show the big picture, a full-FOV HR image is presented in Figure 2.5a with a typical 

growing plaque (zoomed inset shown in Figure 2.5b). The dynamic growing process of a 

viral plaque is also shown in Figure 2.5c, with their boundaries labeled in white circles.  

 

Figure 2.5. The wide FOV imaging of viral plaques and the time-lapse imaging of 

plaque growth. (a) A representative, full field-of-view, high-resolution image with (b) a 

typical growing plaque zoomed in. (c) The dynamic process of a growing plaque. 

2.3 Plaque recognition by image processing 

We designed an image-processing program to automatically detect plaques from time-lapse 

HR image sequences. This algorithm is able to detect newly generated plaques, track the 

growth of each individual plaque, and distinguish different plaques after they contact each 

other. Each frame was processed based on the time-lapse HR image sequence using the 

results of the previous frames. The program consists of six major steps, as illustrated by the 

flowchart in Figure 2.6. The representative dynamic results for each step are also shown in 

Figure 2.7.  
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Figure 2.6. The plaque recognition algorithm structure. 
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Figure 2.7. Representative results for each step in the plaque recognition algorithm. 

(a) Image loading. (b) Points detection. (c) Points accumulation. (d) Clusters detection. (e) 

Noise removal. (f) Plaque recognition. 

The six steps are described in detail as follows: 

1. Image loading 

A new frame from the HR image sequence is loaded into the program.  

2. Points detection 

A brightness threshold is set for the image (typically 2.2 times the mean value of the whole 

image), converting the HR image into a binary (0-1) image with only the profiles of the 

dying cells. The center-of-mass is extracted from each profile to generate the dying cell 

positions into our data points. 

3. Points accumulation 

The detected points in Step 2 are combined with the plaque detection results from the 

previous frame. 

4. Clusters detection 
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Considering that a plaque is a cluster of dead cells with high density, we apply a density-

based clustering algorithm to the data points generated in Step 3. The density-based spatial 

clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm is used [10]. This detects 

clusters by gauging the spatial density of the points, with its basic principle illustrated in 

Figure 2.8. Briefly, each point is evaluated by two thresholds. The first threshold is Eps, 

which is the required neighborhood distance between this point and its surrounding points. 

The second threshold is MinPnts, which represents the required number of other points 

within the Eps neighborhood. For a given point, if there are > MinPnts points within the 

Eps neighborhood, then this point is labeled as the core point. If there are <MinPnts points 

within the Eps neighborhood but there is at least one core point in the Eps neighborhood, 

then this point is labeled as a border point. All the density-connected core points and border 

points are considered elements of the same cluster. In this way, the algorithm evaluates all 

the points and labels them according to the clusters they belong to. The points that do not 

belong to any clusters are considered noise points. The typical values used in our 

experiments were Eps=150 µm and MinPnts=5.  

 

Figure 2.8. The principle of DBSCAN algorithm. For the eight points in this figure, five 

of them are labeled as core points (green) and two are labeled as border points (blue), 

which together form a cluster of seven points. The remaining one point is labeled as a noise 

point (red). The dashed circles show the Eps, and the MinPnts is set at 3 for illustration. 

5. Noise removal 

After Step 4, the points that do not belong to any clusters are considered noise and are 

removed from the current frame. 
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6. Plaque Recognition 

The plaque recognition step consists of several sub-steps. First, each current cluster is 

compared with the previously recognized plaques. If it does not have any common points 

with previous plaques, it is considered a new cluster (this means a new plaque has been 

generated). If it has common points with only one previous plaque, it is labeled the same 

cluster as the previous one (this means a single plaque is growing). If it has common points 

with multiple previous plaques, these corresponding common points are labeled separately 

according to each previous plaque (this means multiple plaques are starting to contact each 

other). Second, each un-labeled point in the current cluster is assigned to its nearest labeled 

cluster. After labeling all the points in the current clusters, each cluster is defined as a 

recognized plaque. 

After the last frame is finished, the recognized plaques with insufficient points (typically 

<20 points) are considered false positives and are removed. 

We built a customized MATLAB program for this algorithm. For verification, we manually 

examined 72 plaques in five ePetri plaque assay experiments and compared them with the 

results of our program. The plaque recognition accuracy of our program was 93±7% (there 

were 3±5% plaques unrecognized, and 2±3% falsely unseparated). 

2.4 ePetri plaque assay 

To compare the performance of our ePetri plaque assay method and the conventional multi-

well plate plaque assay, we grew plaques on both six-well plates and CMOS image sensors 

(relative scale shown in Figure 2.9a). The RAW 264.7 cells were cultured to ~70% 

confluence for both groups. The same MNV-1 sample was used with different dilutions for 

each method (1:107 dilution for the conventional plaque assay, and 1:105 dilution for the 

ePetri plaque assay). For the conventional plaque assay, cells were stained with neutral red 

48 h after infection and the plaques were counted by the naked eye (Figure 2.9b). For the 

ePetri group, the HR images were taken at 30 min intervals until 32 h after infection 

(Figure 2.9c), and our plaque recognition program was used to automatically count the 

number of plaques in the last frame (Figure 2.9d). The plaque titer given by the 

conventional plaque assay and ePetri plaque assay were 2.1±0.6 ×108 PFU/ml (SEM, N=4) 

and 1.9±0.3 ×108 PFU/ml (SEM, N=4), respectively, without significant differences, 
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according to the Student’s t-test (P=0.13). It is worth noting that we demonstrated a shorter 

readout time (32 h) compared with the conventional plaque assay (48 h as established in the 

standard protocol [1]), due to the ability of the ePetri plaque assay to recognize plaques 

from their early stages. We will show this in the next section.  

 

Figure 2.9. Plaque assay experiment. (a) A six-well plate for the conventional plaque 

assay, compared with a CMOS image sensor for the ePetri plaque assay. (b) A 

representative image of the conventional plaque assay. Manually counted plaques were 

labeled with white squares. (c) A representative image of the ePetri plaque assay (d) with 

the plaques automatically detected.  (e) The calculated viral titer of the conventional plaque 

assay compared with that of the ePetri plaque assay. 
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2.5 Longitudinal observation of plaque growth 

In addition to plaque recognition, the ePetri plaque assay method automatically captures a 

longitudinal sequence of cell death events on the entire sensor chip. This means that we can 

also use the data to investigate plaque growth dynamics from their earliest stages. As a 

demonstration example, we tracked the growth pattern of a single plaque (Figure 2.10). 

Figure 2.10a shows the time-lapse images of a growing plaque with individual cell death 

events labeled. Figure 2.10b shows the same plaque with each cell death event colored 

according to its occurrence. Based on this data, we also generated statistics of cell death 

numbers over time (Figure 2.10c). 

 

Figure 2.10. Longitudinal observation of the plaque growth. (a) Time-lapse HR images 

of a growing plaque with  individual cell death events labeled. (b) The same plaque with 

each cell death event colored according to its occurrence. (c) Number of cell deaths over 

time in the plaque. 

Our plaque detection algorithm also gives us the time at which a new plaque appears. As a 

demonstration example, we defined the time of generation of a new plaque as the time at 

which it was picked up by our clustering algorithm, and conducted two experiments to 

monitor plaque formation events over time (Figure 2.11a). From the histogram of the two 
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experiments (Figure 2.11b-c), we observed that the peak of plaque formation happened 24–

26 h after MNV-1 infection, and the time between the formation of early plaques and late 

plaques was approximately 6 h.  

 

Figure 2.11. Dynamics of plaque formation. (a) Plaque formation events over time for 

two independent experiments. (b-c) The histograms showing plaque formation distribution 

in (b) the first experiment (blue curve in a) and (c) the second experiment (orange curve in 

a). 

2.6 Demonstration study of viral inhibitor treatment 

We demonstrated the ePetri device in a viral inhibitor study. We selected two previously 

discovered MNV-1 inhibitors. The first inhibitor is 2’-C-methylcytidine (2CMC), which 

blocks the RNA replication pathway [11]. The second one is neuraminidase, which cleaves 

terminal sialic acids on the surface of host cells, preventing viral attachment to cells 

[12,13]. We included one control group without inhibitors (Figure 2.12a). We used two 
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different concentrations for the 2CMC treatment group (4 µM and 10 µM) and the 

neuraminidase treatment group (1 mU/ml and 2.5 mU/ml). Each treatment was repeated 

once, and a 1:(2×104) dilution of a MNV-1 sample was used for all the groups. We 

monitored each group for 32 h after virus infection. To increase the throughput, we ran 2–3 

ePetri devices in parallel each time. Representative final plaque recognition results for each 

group are shown in Figure 2.12a─12e. We then investigated the effects of the two 

inhibitors on the total number of plaques (Figure 2.12f). In the case of 2CMC, the plaque 

number decreased by 40% at a concentration of 4 µM, and no plaques appeared when the 

concentration increased to 10 µM. In the case of neuraminidase, the plaque number 

decreased by 60% at a concentration of 1 mU/ml, but no further decrease was observed at 

2.5 mU/ml. Further increase in neuraminidase concentration had negative effects on cell 

growth. Finally, we also examined plaque size by defining the radius of a circle with the 

same area as the plaque, calculated the mean and standard deviation of the radius data for 

each group, and statistically analyzed the data between the groups using one-way ANOVA 

followed by Tukey’s HSD test (Figure 2.12g). For the 2CMC group, the plaque radius at 4 

µM (106±14 µm, N=19) was significantly smaller than that of the control group (130±15 

µm, N=31) with P<0.001, and reduced to 0 µm (no plaques) at 10 µM. For the 

neuraminidase group, the plaque radius was also significantly smaller than the control 

group at 1 mU/ml (102±15 µm, N=9) with P<0.001, but did not significantly drop when the 

dose was increased to 2.5 mU/ml (95±12 µm, N=12), with P=0.677. The results suggest 

that 2CMC is capable of completely inhibiting viral proliferation, whereas neuraminidase is 

not. In this study, we added neuraminidase after viral infection as a proof of concept. 

However, as previously studied [12], the treatment of neuraminidase before viral infection 

can have a better inhibitory effect. We will use our ePetri device to investigate this timing 

of neuraminidase treatment in our future work. 
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Figure 2.12. Study of viral inhibitor treatments. (a─e) Representative images showing 

the plaque recognition results of (a) the control group, the 2CMC group at concentrations of 

(b) 4 μM, and (c) 10 μM, and the neuraminidase group at concentrations of (d) 1 mU/ml 

and (e) 2.5 mU/ml, 32 h after MNV-1 infection. (f) Number of plaques for all the five 

groups. (g) Means and standard deviations of the plaque radiuses for all the five groups (* 

P<0.05). 

2.7 Discussion 
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The ePetri device has several intrinsic advantages for plaque analysis. First, its wide FOV 

supports the observation of multiple plaques at the same time. Second, its sub-micron 

resolution enables much earlier identification of a plaque site than conventional means, as 

well as observation of individual cell death events within each plaque. Third, the imaging 

process can be operated automatically and continuously inside the incubator. This not only 

saves labor and avoids disturbing the sample, but also allows the monitoring of the plaque 

growth process. Fourth, the ePetri device is engineered using mass-producible electronic 

components without optical lenses, making it a low-cost imaging solution. Finally, the 

ePetri device is compact in size (10 × 10 × 10 cm3 for our current prototype) and allows 

multiple devices to be run in parallel inside the same incubator, increasing imaging 

throughput. 

In this study, we selected MNV-1 as our virus model due to its high significance. Norovirus 

(NoV) is the top pathogen causing foodborne illness in the United States and is responsible 

for more than 23 million infections per year [14]. So far, little is known about the infection 

mechanisms of human NoVs, and there is no specific treatment for human NoV infection 

because it cannot grow in tissue culture systems. Discovered in 2003, MNV-1 is the only 

member of NoVs that can successfully grow in tissue culture [15]. We believe that the 

ePetri approach can provide more insight into the mechanisms of NoV infection, as well as 

those of other viruses that are conventionally studied by plaque assays.  

We used thresholding to detect virus-induced cell death events in our algorithm. 

Occasionally, some random cell deaths or temporary cell detachment events (such as cell 

division) were also picked up by the thresholding. These data points are considered noise 

for plaque detection. These noise points are randomly generated and sparsely distributed 

around the whole imaging area. Conversely, the cell deaths inside virus plaques have much 

higher density; therefore, we were able to extract them from the noise by applying the 

density-based clustering algorithm.  

We measured the virus concentration of the same sample using both the ePetri plaque assay 

and the conventional plaque assay in a 6-well plate. We were able to read out the results 

using the ePetri plaque assay at 32 h after infection, whereas we read out the conventional 

plaque assay by the naked eye 48 h after infection, following standard protocols [1]. The 
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ePetri plaque assay provides high resolution in detecting single cell death events; therefore, 

we were able to recognize plaques when they were still small in size, reducing the wait time 

for the plaque assay.  

We determined the formation time of a plaque by looking at when a cluster was recognized 

by our algorithm. The experiment shows that the peak of plaque formation occurred at 24–

26 h after infection, and the time between the formation of early plaques and late plaques 

was ~6 h. This verifies that the 32-h monitoring time was enough to cover the formation 

events of all the plaques. The ~6 h difference between the early and late plaques may 

suggest the heterogeneous nature of our virus sample. This contains rich information on 

viral behavior and is worth further investigation. One future experiment might involve 

retrieving the virus from a single plaque and testing whether plaque formation time can be 

synchronized. Another would be to work on different virus strains and study the variation 

in their plaque formation time.  

Generally, there are five steps in a virus life cycle: attachment to the host cell membrane, 

entry into the cell, genome replication, protein synthesis, and virus release [16]. This 

process is illustrated in Figure 2.13. In this study, we demonstrated the application of our 

system on the evaluation of antiviral drugs by choosing two already established virus 

inhibitors: neuraminidase and 2CMC, which inhibit the membrane attachment and RNA 

replication, respectively, of MNV-1. In recent years, many other antiviral drugs targeting 

different steps of the virus life cycle have also been studied. Here we summarize some 

typical drugs in Figure 2.14. Among these drugs, dynasore and nocodazole were reported to 

inhibit virus entry [17]. WP1130, ribavirin, and simvastatin were reported to suppress virus 

replication [18-20]. Cycloheximide and type I/II interferons inhibit virus protein synthesis 

[21,22]. Oseltamivir and zanamivir inhibit virus release from host cells [16]. The ePetri can 

potentially be a potential powerful tool for studying all these drugs and their effects on 

plaque formation and plaque growth dynamics. 
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Figure 2.13. The life cycle of MNV-1 virus. It includes attachment, endocytosis, RNA 

replication, protein synthesis, and release. 

 

Figure 2.14. Typical antiviral drugs targeting different steps of the MNV-1 virus life 

cycle. They have inhibitive effect on virus attachment [12,13], endocytosis [17], RNA 

replication [18-20], protein synthesis [21,22], and release [16], respectively. 

The conventional plaque assay has several inherent limitations. First, it is time-consuming 

because plaque growth is a slow process and can take several days. Second, many viruses 

do not kill host cells and consequently do not form plaques; therefore, it is not possible to 

study them using the plaque assay. To overcome these limitations, a variation of the plaque 

assay called the fluorescent focus assay (FFA) was developed [23]. A FFA is similar to a 

plaque assay except that it uses fluorescently-labeled antibodies targeting viral antigens to 

measure host cell infection; therefore, it can give information on viral spread even before a 

plaque is formed. In addition, such an assay can directly visualize viruses, so that plaque 
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observation is not needed. We have recently developed a wide FOV on-chip fluorescence 

microscope that supports high-resolution fluorescence imaging, and have already 

demonstrated its use in time-lapse imaging of GFP-labeled HeLa cells as well as in the 

study of anti-cancer drugs [24,25]. We believe this fluorescence ePetri device will be well-

suited for the study of FFA in our future work.  

2.8 Conclusion 

To conclude, in this chapter we applied the ePetri device to viral plaque analysis.  Time-

lapse, high-resolution images were obtained by the ePetri device at 30-min intervals. A 

density-based clustering algorithm, DBSCAN, was introduced into a customized program 

for plaque recognition. This plaque recognition program was then used for the plaque assay 

and longitudinal monitoring of plaque formation and growth. We further explored potential 

applications of our device by studying the two viral inhibitors, 2CMC and neuraminidase, 

and observed a difference in their inhibition on plaque growth. We expect that the ePetri 

device can be used for many applications, such as the study of virus behavior and the 

discovery of new antiviral drugs. 

2.9 Experimental section 

2.9.1 Conventional plaque assay 

Conventional plaque assays were conducted by the following standard protocols [1]. 

Briefly, RAW 264.7 cells (~70% confluency) cultured in DMEM were inoculated with 

various dilutions of the MNV-1 sample in six-well plates with each dilution added in two 

wells (0.5 ml per well). After 1.5 h incubation for MNV-1 attachment, the media was 

removed and a 37°C low melting point (LMP) agarose solution (1.5% in DMEM, 3 ml per 

well) was added. The plates were placed into a 37°C CO2 incubator for 48 h, then stained 

with 0.02% neutral red solution for 1 h. A stained six-well plate was mounted on top of a 

light box for illumination, and a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera was used to 

capture the image. Visible plaques were counted by the naked eye, as demonstrated in 

Figure 2.15. The number of plaques in both wells at each dilution was added and multiplied 

by the dilution factor. This gives the number of plaque forming units (PFUs) in a 1-ml 

volume. For example, consider two wells at 1:107 dilution: if one well has 10 plaques and 

the other well has 5 plaques, the viral titer is 10×107+5×107=15×107 PFU/ml. 
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Figure 2.15. A stained six-well plate for conventional plaque assay. The yellow arrows 

show the viral plaques counted by visual inspection at 1:107 dilution of the original viral 

solution. 

2.9.2 The ePetri device for plaque analysis 

The ePetri device was designed based on our previous work8 and provided by ePetri Inc. 

We used MT9P031 (2.2 µm pixel, Aptina) for the image sensors and removed their 

microlens layers by treating them in oxygen plasma for 10 min at 80 W. The homemade 

square plastic reservoir was glued to the image sensor using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). 

The protocol for viral plaque growth on the image sensor is similar to that used in the 

conventional plaque assay. Briefly, image sensors were pre-treated with trypsin for surface 

cleaning and better cell adhesion. The DMEM solution containing ~105 RAW 264.7 cells 

was filled into each sensor’s reservoir. After cells grew to ~70% confluence, the media was 

changed to the diluted MNV-1 solution (typically 20 μl) and a coverslip was placed on top 

of the medium. After 1.5 h incubation for MNV-1 attachment, the coverslip and virus 

solution were removed, and the 37°C low-melting point agarose solution (1.5% in DMEM, 

150 μl) was added. A thin layer of DMEM was overlaid on top of the agarose to prevent 

evaporation. Sensor chips were mounted onto the ePetri devices with a customized PDMS 
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cap placed above the image sensor to prevent further evaporation. The systems were placed 

into the 37 °C CO2 incubator for continuous imaging  at 30 min intervals.  

The viral titer for the ePetri plaque assay was calculated in a similar manner to the 

conventional plaque assay. However, because the reservoir’s area (7.25×7.25 mm2) was 

2.15 times the sensor’s imaging area (5.70×4.28 mm2), the measured virus concentration 

was multiplied by this factor during calculations. For example, consider that we used 20 μl 

MNV-1 solution at 1:105 dilution: if we count 15 plaques, then the viral titer is 

15÷0.02×105×2.15=16×107 PFU/ml. 

For the experiments in the viral inhibitor study, the protocol remained the same, except that 

the drug (2CMC/neuraminidase) was added to the low-melting point agarose solution 

before it was overlaid onto the cells. 
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C h a p t e r  3  

THE TALBOT MICROSCOPE AND TALBOT FLUORESCENCE EPETRI SYSTEM 

In the previous chapter, we applied the ePetri dish to the analysis of viral colony growth. In 

this chapter we develop another wide field-of-view (FOV) imaging technique, named the 

Talbot microscope, for the fluorescence imaging of live cells. The Talbot microscope takes 

advantage of the Talbot effect and can generate a focal spot array to scan the fluorescence 

samples directly on-chip. We demonstrate its capability by imaging various fluorescence-

stained and live green fluorescent protein (GFP)-coded cell samples. We further upgraded 

the Talbot microscope for the long-term time-lapse fluorescence imaging of cell cultures, 

and named it the Talbot Fluorescence ePetri. As a demonstration, we obtained time-lapse 

images of HeLa cells expressing H2B-eGFP, and we also employed the system to analyze 

the cells’ dynamic response to anticancer drug camptothecin (CPT). The Talbot microscope 

has a resolution limit of 1.2 μm and an FOV of ~13 mm2. The method described in this 

chapter can provide a compact and simple solution for automated high-throughput 

fluorescence imaging of cell cultures in incubators.  

This chapter is adapted from two publications. The first publication is *S. Pang, *C. Han, 

M. Kato, P. W. Sternberg, and C. H. Yang, "Wide and scalable field-of-view Talbot-grid-

based fluorescence microscopy," Opt Lett 37, 5018-5020 (2012). The second publication is 

*C. Han, *S. Pang, D. V. Bower, P. Yiu, and C. H. Yang, "Wide field-of-view on-chip 

Talbot fluorescence microscopy for longitudinal cell culture monitoring from within the 

incubator," Anal Chem 85, 2356-2360 (2013). * denotes equal contribution. 

3.1 Background 

Time-lapse or longitudinal fluorescence microscopy can reveal the dynamics of biological 

processes, and is of crucial importance to many studies in cell biology, such as clarifying 

gene function by RNA interference [1], visualizing cell apoptosis [2], and aiding drug 

discovery [3]. Time-lapse imaging generally requires a wide field-of-view (FOV) in order 

to view and track a large number of migrating and dividing cells over extended periods of 

time.  However, traditional fluorescence microscopes use an objective lens and have a 

limited FOV. Microscopes equipped with motorized stages are available in the market that 
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are capable of imaging multiple areas and stitching them together to create a larger FOV 

[2,4]. Unfortunately, these systems are bulky and costly. 

Over the past few years, significant efforts have been made to build a wide FOV on-chip 

fluorescence imaging system with reduced size and cost. Most of these efforts [5,6] 

concentrate on using an image sensor chip (either CCD or CMOS-based) to directly collect 

fluorescence signals from the samples that are placed in proximity to the chip (the 

descriptor of ‘on-chip’ for characterizing this line of work refers to the proximity of sample 

to the sensor chip). This design choice eliminates the microscopy objective and achieves an 

effective FOV that is approximately equal to the sensor chip’s active sensor area. These 

methods span a range of resolutions. The simplest method [5] inserts an absorption 

fluorescence filter between the sample and a CCD sensor chip. In the demonstration 

experiment, the distance between sample and sensor was ~100 μm. The sample was excited 

by uniform illumination and the emitted fluorescence spread on the CCD. Based on point-

spread function (PSF), such a system has an image resolution of ~100 μm. (The authors 

claimed a compressive sensing resolution of ~10 μm. However, this parameter is only 

applicable to sparsely distributed sample and the same method can be applied to 

conventional microscopy to claim improved resolution for sparse samples.) In another 

approach, Arpali et al. used a spatial light modulator (SLM) to generate an array of 

Gaussian-shaped spots on the sample surface [6]. The sample was loaded onto the CCD 

surface through a channel made of adhesive tapes, and the spot array laterally scanned the 

sample to get a sequence of images. These images were then merged to generate the final 

image. Based on PSF, this demonstrated resolution should be ~200 μm – the width of the 

Gaussian spots. Neither of these approaches can provide enough resolution for sub-cellular 

features (typically on a scale of several microns), and thus are not adequate for longitudinal 

cell fluorescence imaging. 

In this chapter, we develop a new on-chip fluorescence imaging technique, the Talbot 

Microscope. This method uses a uniformly laser-illuminated lenslet array to generate an 

array of tightly focused laser spots. By the Talbot self-imaging effect [7], this light grid 

propagates forward and regenerates itself into focused light spots at certain distances. This 

focal spot array can then be used to perform high-resolution scanning of the sample (see 

system setup for detailed description). This approach has several advantages for wide FOV 
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time-lapse fluorescence imaging. First, its ~1 μm resolution is sufficient for imaging sub-

cellular features such as cell membranes and nuclei. Second, the use of the Talbot effect 

affords a large working distance (~3.7 mm in our case) between the optical illumination 

elements and the sample; this spacing is vital for allowing the incorporation of microfluidic 

components for perfusion culture purposes. This advantage also distinguishes the Talbot 

microscope from a related non-Talbot approach that has a much shorter demonstrated 

working distance (~40 μm) [8]. Third, the FOV is directly scalable by using a larger lenslet 

array to create more focal spots and by employing a larger sensor chip for signal collection. 

This advantage stands in contrast with conventional microscopy, where scaling up the FOV 

requires broader mechanical scanning range and therefore longer image acquisition time. 

Fourth, our key components are a MEMS mirror, a lenslet array, and a webcam CMOS 

sensor for detection. All of them are low cost, mass-producible, and compact. In this study, 

we further demonstrate that a Talbot microscope system in combination with microfluidic 

cell culture and temperature control components can be applied to perform wide FOV time-

lapse fluorescence imaging of cell cultures from within an incubator. To our knowledge, 

this is the first demonstration of automated wide FOV and high-resolution fluorescence 

imaging for longitudinal cell culture studies that does not rely on conventional microscopy 

methods.  

The new imaging modalities that can simply and effectively monitor cell cultures from 

within an incubator are a recent scientific development. To date, our group has developed a 

brightfield wide FOV on-chip imaging method that provides a compact wide FOV imaging 

capability for cell culture applications (termed ePetri) [9]. This current work extends this 

line of development by introducing fluorescence imaging capability. We believe that this 

approach can significantly streamline the work flow of Petri dish based assays by reducing 

labor. With its wide FOV and ~1 μm resolution, our demonstrated method can potentially 

offer a labor-saving, low-cost, and mass-producible solution for drug screening, dynamic 

cell imaging, and medical diagnostics.  

In the next section, we will introduce the imaging principle of the Talbot microscope. We 

will then describe the system setup in detail and explain the imaging approach. Next we 

will demonstrate the wide FOV imaging capability by imaging quantum dots-stained or 

GFP-labeled biological samples, and an application for high throughput phenotyping of C. 
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elegans. Finally, we will introduce the upgraded Talbot microscope (hereby termed Talbot 

Fluorescence ePetri), and demonstrate the time-lapse fluorescence imaging of HeLa cells 

expressing histone 2B-tagged eGFP (H2B-eGFP), where cells in the sequence of images 

are automatically counted and tracked. In this application, we will also apply our system to 

investigate the response of cells to anti-cancer drug camptothecin. 

3.2 The imaging principle of the Talbot microscope 

3.2.1 The Talbot effect  

The Talbot effect is named after Henry Fox Talbot, who first observed this diffraction 

effect [10]. The Talbot effect is a self-imaging effect of a periodic pattern due to Fresnel 

diffraction: when a coherent plane wave illuminates a periodic structure, a repeated image 

of the structure will appear at certain distances as the wave propagates. The distances where 

we can observe the Talbot self-images are 𝑧 = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑧𝑇 , where n is an integer, and zT is 

named the Talbot distance, which can be further defined as: 

𝑧𝑇 = 2𝑑2

𝜆
                              (3─1) 

where d is the structure’s period and λ is the wavelength of the coherent plane wave. Figure 

3.1 shows a simulation of the Talbot effect generated by a microlens array (MLA) using the 

angular spectrum method [11]. When a coherent plane wave is incident on the MLA, an 

array of focal spots is generated (at distance 0). As the wave propagates down, we can 

observe that this focal spot array repeats itself at the Talbot distance (at distance zT). It is 

noticeable that at distance zT/2 there also appears a focal spot array but with a shift of d/2. 

Also, the spot arrays with decrease pitch can be seen at the fractions of the Talbot distance. 
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Figure 3.1. The simulation of the Talbot effect of a focal spot array by using angular 

spectrum. It is noticeable that the focal spot array repeats itself at the Talbot distance zT. 

It has also been studied that we can shift the focal spots at the Talbot distance laterally by 

tilting the illumination angle of the incident plane wave [12,13]. The relationship between 

the amount of lateral shift and the tilting angle can be expressed as: 

∆𝑥 = 𝑧𝑇 ∙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃                          (3─2) 

where ∆x is the lateral shift amount of the focal spots at the Talbot distance and 𝜃 is the tilt 

angle of the incident wave. Based on this effect, we will be able to control the focal spots at 

the Talbot distance to perform a raster scan by tuning the illumination angle of the light 

source, which is the basic principle of the Talbot microscope. 

It is worth noting that the tilt angle will also induce a shift in z direction. At the Talbot 

distance, this relationship can be expressed as [13]: 
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∆𝑧 = 𝑧𝑇 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠3𝜃                      (3─3) 

where ∆z is the shift amount of the focal spots in z direction. The shift in this direction is 

undesirable for our imaging purpose, since we would like to make the focal spot scan on 

the same plane. Fortunately, the tilt angle in our experimental condition is very small, so 

that the amount of ∆z can be safely negligible (∆z =0.18 μm for 𝜃 ranging from -4 mrad to 

4 mrad, and zT=3.7 mm). 

3.2.2 The Talbot microscope 

Based on the properties of the Talbot effect, we can build a scanning microscope as 

illustrated in Figure 3.2. We can coat a filter material on an image sensor chip to block the 

excitation light, then directly deposit the sample on the top surface of the sensor. A Talbot 

focal spot array can be aligned at the same plane as the sensor’s surface, then perform a 

raster scan of the sample, with the raw images directly collected by the sensor at each scan 

step. The fluorescence signal excited by each focal spot can be extracted from the raw 

images and combined together to reconstruct into a high resolution image. In this way, the 

resolution of the image depends only on the size of the focal spots. 

 

Figure 3.2. The imaging principle of the Talbot microscope. The sample is deposited on 

the surface of a filter-coated image sensor chip, and the Talbot focal spot array performs a 

raster scan of the sample, with the image directly collected by the sensor. 

3.3 System Setup 
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Our Talbot Fluorescence ePetri system is depicted in Figure 3.3a. The illuminator is 

described in detail in Figure 3.3b and 3.3c. Briefly, the illuminator uses a 488 nm 30 mW 

fiber coupled laser (FiberTec II, Blue Sky Research) as its light input. The input light is 

collimated by a fiber collimator (CL) and guided to a polarizing beam splitter (PB) and 

reflected towards the MEMS mirror (M2, Mirrocle). A quarter wave plate (WP) was placed 

between the polarizing beam splitter and the MEMS mirror to allow the beam reflected by 

the MEMS mirror to pass through the beam splitter. The reflected beam is then expanded 

by two convex lenses (L1 and L2) and hits a microlens array (MLA, 18-00407, SUSS). It is 

worth noting that the MEMS mirror is at the back focal plane of L1, while the microlens 

array is placed at the front focal plane of L2, so that they together form a 4F system. This 

ensures that the angular tilt of the beam will not move the beam position on the microlens 

array.  

The reflected light transmitted through the MLA with pitch d = 30 μm, area = 225 mm2, 

and focal distance zf = 90 μm, to create an array of focused laser spots at a distance zf after 

the lenslet array. Due to the Talbot effect [7], this array repeated itself at distance zf+nzT. 

For our experiments, we chose to use the n = 1 refocused Talbot spot array for our scanning 

purpose (samples will be placed in that plane for imaging). This afforded us with a large 

working distance of ~3.7 mm between the illuminator and the sample. By angularly tilting 

the input light field using the MEMS mirror over an angular range of 8 mrad (the tilt angle 

ranges from -4 mrad to 4 mrad), we could laterally shift the scanning array by 30 μm. By 

this approach, we could raster scan each Talbot focal spot over an area of 30 μm × 30 μm. 

Since the laser spot pitch was equal to the lenslet array pitch (30 μm), this scanning 

approach allowed us to fully cover the whole area of interest. 
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Figure 3.3. The system setup of the Talbot microscope. (a) An illustration of the Talbot 

microscope system consisting of an illuminator, a filter-coated CMOS sensor, a socket, and 

a thermoelectric cooler (TEC). (b) A photo of the illuminator showing its inside structure. 

(c) A schematic of the illuminator. FL: fiber laser; CL: fiber collimator; L1: Plano-convex 

lens (f=10 mm); L2: plano-convex lens (f=50 mm); M1: right angle prism mirror (5 mm); 

M2: MEMS mirror; M3: right angle prism mirror (10 mm); MLA: microlens array; PB: 

polarizing beamsplitter; WP: achromatic 1/4 wave plate. 

The heart of the sensing platform consists of a 2.2-μm pixel-size (MT9P031I12STM, 

Aptina Imaging) or a 5.2-μm pixel-size (MT9M001C12STM, Aptina Imaging) CMOS 

sensor chip. The glass cover was removed from each sensor to provide access to the sensor 

surface. Fluorescence emission filter materials (Aptina Green1 or Aptina Red 1, Aptina) 

were coated onto the sensors following the same methods in our previous work [14].  An 

additional PDMS layer was spin-coated on top of the filter layer for protection.  The 2.2-μm 

pixel-size image sensors were used in Section 3.6, while the 5.2-μm pixel-size image 

sensors were used in Section 3.5 and 3.7. The sensor chip is mounted onto a camera board 

(EPIX) via a customized sensor socket for signal readout. A thermoelectric cooler is 

attached to the socket to protect the live cells from the heat generated by the sensor circuit. 

The other side of the TEC is cooled by a CPU fan. This prototype is able to acquire a full 
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image at a maximum rate of one frame per 115 second with an FOV of 13 mm2 using the 

5.2-μm pixel-size image sensor, while it takes a maximum rate of one frame per ~5 min for 

the 2.2 -μm pixel-size image sensor. 

We have established that the filter-coated sensor chip’s sensitivity is ~105 fluorophores/μm2 

for Alexa Fluor 488 under 488 nm laser illumination with 10 mW/cm2 intensity and 15 ms 

integration time. During imaging, the power delivered by each Talbot focal spot was ~10-4 

mW. 

3.4 Resolution 

We further investigated the optical resolution of our system by measuring the point spread 

function (PSF). A droplet of quantum dots (A10198, Life Technologies) was placed and 

dried on a red filter-coated image sensor. A small cluster was imaged at a scanning step 

size of 0.4 μm (Figure 3.4a). The Gaussian fit of the spot has a full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of 1.25 μm in the x direction and 1.21 μm in the y direction (Figure 3.4b,c). This 

experiment was carried out using the 5.2-μm pixel-size sensor, however it should be noted 

that the resolution depends on the size of the focal spots instead of the pixels, as discussed 

in Section 3.2.2. 

 

Figure 3.4. The resolution measurement. (a) A reconstructed image of the quantum dots 

defines the experimental point spread function (PSF). x is the direction of the scan lines.  

(b) The profile of the PSF and its Gaussian fit in x direction. (c) The profile of the PSF and 

its Gaussian fit in y direction. 
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3.5 Application of the Talbot microscope for the fluorescence imaging of cells and C. 

elegans 

3.5.1 Wide FOV imaging of quantum dots labeled cells, GFP cells, and C. elegans 

To demonstrate the wide FOV imaging capability of the Talbot microscope, we performed 

the fluorescence imaging of fixed human breast cancer cells (SK-BR-3), which have a 

cancer marker (Her2) in their membranes labeled by quantum dots (Qdot® 625, Life 

Technologies) (Figure. 3.5a─c). We also demonstrate the capability of the Talbot 

microscope to image HeLa cells expressing GFP in the nucleus (Figure 3.5d─f) and live C. 

elegans expressing GFP in the pharynx (Figure 3.5g─i). We chose 488 nm laser excitation 

for all these fluorophores, and the image sensor coated with red emission filter was used for 

Qdot® 625, while the ones coated with green emission filter were used for GFP. The FOV 

was set at 3.9 × 3.5 mm2. Since the measured resolution was 1.2 μm, we chose the scan step 

size to be 0.60 μm in both x and y direction in accordance to the Nyquist sampling theorem. 

The exposure time for each step depended on the brightness of the sample. With 

approximately 1 μW on each focal spot, the exposure time for the SK-BR-3 cells, the HeLa 

cells, and the C. elegans was set at 12 ms, 16 ms, and 10 ms, respectively, in order to 

collect sufficient fluorescence signals. This results in a total scan time of less than 1 min. 

The data acquisition and storage time for the scanned images was ~ 4 -5 min, which was 

mainly limited by the sensor readout speed. We can notice that the subcellular structures 

are clearly discernible, such as cell membranes (Figure 3.5c), cell nuclei (Figure 3.5f), and 

fine features inside the pharynx of C. elegans. The body profile of the C. elegans in Figure 

3.5h was plotted by directly capturing a brightfield image using white light illumination on 

the sensor, and overlaying this image with the high resolution fluorescence image. 
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Figure 3.5. Wide field-of-view (FOV) fluorescence images by the Talbot microscope. 

(a─c) Fluorescence images of human breast cancer cells (SK-BR-3) with membranes 

stained by Qdot® 625. The full FOV image (a) is zoomed in to show details (b) and 

subcellular structures (c). (d─f) Fluorescence image of HeLa cells with GFP expression in 

the nuclei with the same arrangements as in (a─c). (g─i) Fluorescence image of C. elegans 

with GFP expression in the pharynx with the same arrangements as in (a─c). 

3.5.2 Longitudinal imaging of C. elegans for distal tip cell (DTC) development  

In the previous section we showed the wide FOV capability provided by our Talbot 

microscope. This can be very useful in high-throughput screening. To demonstrate this, we 
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simultaneously imaged a large number (~50) of adult C. elegans with GFP expression in 

their DTCs for the purpose of phenotyping their distal tip cell (DTC) migration. For 

creating different phenotypes, the RNA interference (RNAi) technology was used to induce 

deficiency in certain genes controlling DTC development. In order to image live C. 

elegans , we developed a method to immobilize them with hydrogel (see Section 3.9 for the 

protocol). 

In the hermaphrodite C. elegans, the gonad achieves its final shape through the migration of 

two DTCs located at opposite ends of the developing gonad. Beginning at approximately 

12 hours post-hatching, the DTCs migrate away from each other until ~29 hours post-

hatching, then turn back, and migrate towards one another until they meet [15] (Figure 

3.6a). Two genes are playing important roles in the DTC migration: daf-12 encodes a 

transcription factor affecting developmental timing [16], while gon-1 encodes a 

metalloprotease required for remodeling the basement membrane around the DTCs [17]. 

For daf-12 mutant C. elegans, the DTCs appear normal in the beginning; however, after 28 

h post-hatching, they keep migrating away from each other instead of turning back (Figure 

3.6b). For gon-1 mutant C. elegans, the DTCs do not migrate away from each other during 

development (Figure 3.6c). 

 

Figure 3.6. The distal tip cell (DTC) migration in C. elegans. (a) In wild-type 

hermaphrodite C. elegans, the DTCs migrate away from each other until ~29 hours post-

hatching, then turn back and migrate towards one another until they meet. (b) In daf-12 

mutant C. elegans, the DTCs appear normal in the beginning, but they keep migrating away 
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from each other after 29 h post-hatching instead of turning back. (c) In gon-1 mutant C. 

elegans, the DTCs do not migrate away from each other during development. 

We applied our Talbot microscope to image the synchronized population of worms with 

GFP-labeled DTCs at two typical time points of the migration: 29 h and 48 h. The 

representative images are shown in Figure 3.7. The body profiles of the C. elegans in all the 

images were plotted by directly capturing brightfield images using white light illumination 

on the sensor, and overlaying the images with the high resolution fluorescence images. We 

observed that the migration behaviors of DTCs were consistent with the previous studies 

[15─17]. 

 

Figure 3.7. The Talbot microscope imaging of DTCs in C. elegans. Worm body profiles 

are shown in white dashed lines, and DTC regions are zoomed in. (a─c) The DTCs in wild-

type, daf-12 mutant, and gon-1 mutant C. elegans at 29 h post-hatching. (d─f) The DTCs in 

wild-type, daf-12 mutant, and gon-1 mutant C. elegans at 48 h post-hatching. 

In order to get quantitative data, we used the distance between the two DTCs as the readout 

of the progress in migration. From the statistics of the body length of the C. elegans and the 

distance between the two DTCs, we found that the mean distance between the DTCs is 147 
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± 40 μm at 29 h and 124 ± 65 μm at 48 h in wild-type animals (Figure 3.8).  We also 

examined worms having two different types of migration defects. In the daf-12 mutants, the 

DTCs migrated only slightly slower than wild-type at 29 h (116 ± 36 μm, P<0.001, 

Student’s t-test), but at 48 h, the mean distance of 415 ± 124 μm (P<0.0001) indicated that 

the DTCs continued to migrate away from each other instead of turning back (Figure 3.7e). 

On the other hand, the gon-1 mutants showed little migration after both 29 h (55±19 μm, 

P<0.0001) and 48 h (109±58 μm, P=0.29) (Figure 3.7c,f).  The body lengths of wild-type 

and migration-defective animals were not significantly different (Figure 3.8).  

 

Figure 3.8. Statistics for the Talbot microscope imaging of C. elegans DTC migration. 

At 29 h, the body lengths of wild-type worms (N=35) are not significantly different from 

daf-12 (N=40, P=0.75) and gon-1 (N=42, P=0.31) mutants, while the DTC distances of the 

wild-types are slightly larger than the daf-12 mutants (P<0.001), and much larger than the 

gon-1 mutants (P<0.0001). At 48 h, the body lengths of the wild-types (N=38) do not have 

significant difference from the daf-12 (N=30, P=0.09) and gon-1 (N=38, P=0.08) mutants. 

The DTC distances of the wild-types are similar to the gon-1 mutants (P=0.29), but 

significantly different from the daf-12 mutants (P<0.0001). 

3.6 Time-lapse imaging of GFP cells using the Talbot fluorescence ePetri system 

In this section, we will introduce an updated version of the Talbot microscope, termed the 

Talbot fluorescence ePetri, for the purpose of long-term cell culture and time-lapse 

fluorescence imaging. The Talbot fluorescence ePetri is capable of performing wide FOV 

fluorescence imaging inside a standard humidified CO2 incubator. By integrating an extra 
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microfluidic chamber on the filter-coated CMOS sensor chip, the perfusion cell culture is 

enabled during the imaging process.  

3.6.1 System setup 

Fabrication of the microfluidic-integrated image sensor 

The microfluidic-integrated image sensor consists of a CMOS sensor and a microfluidic 

component, and was fabricated separately and assembled together. The 5.2 μm pixel-size 

CMOS image sensors (MT9M001C12STM, Aptina Imaging) were used. This sensor has 

5.2  μm  pixel size, and has a larger imaging area than the previously used 2.2 μm  pixel 

sensor, which can provide more space to integrate with a microfluidic component. The cell 

culture chamber in the microfluidic component has a diameter of 5 mm and a height of 400 

μm, with two channels as the inlet and outlet. The ceiling of the chamber is a glass 

coverslip. The microfluidic component was fabricated onto the filter-coated CMOS sensor 

in seven steps (Figure 3.9). Finally, the completed microfluidic component was attached to 

a coated CMOS sensor with the edges sealed by PDMS (Figure 3.9h), and two Tygon 

tubings are connected to the inlet and outlet for cell and medium loading (Figure 3.10a). 

Figure 3.10b shows the design of the microfluidic chamber. 

 

Figure 3.9. The fabrication process of the microfluidic component and its packaging 

with the image sensor. (a) SU-8 photoresist with a thickness of 200 μm was patterned onto 

a 3-inch silicon wafer to form a master. (b) Liquid PDMS prepolymer solution was poured 
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onto the master and cured at 80 °C for 1 h. (c) A 5 mm diameter coverslip was aligned and 

attached above the SU-8 culture chamber pattern. (d) Another PDMS block with a 4 mm 

diameter hole was aligned and attached to the coverslip. (e) The PDMS prepolymer was 

again poured onto the first PDMS layer, and cured at 80 °C for 1 h to fill the gap around the 

coverslip. (f) The whole PDMS structure was peeled off from the master. (g) The PDMS 

layer beneath the coverslip was removed and the 4 mm diameter hole above the coverslip 

was enlarged to 5 mm. A 1 mm hole was punched at the end of each channel to form the 

inlet and outlet. (h) The structure was attached to a filter-coated CMOS sensor with the 

edges sealed by PDMS. 

 

Figure 3.10. The microfluidic-integrated image sensor. (a) A photo of the packaged 

sensor chip. (b) The design of the microfluidic cell culture chamber with an inlet and an 

outlet 

Assembling the Talbot fluorescence ePetri system 

The microfluidic-integrated image sensor was connected with a self-priming micro-pump 

(EW-73120-64, Cole-Parmer), and fresh medium was loaded into the microfluidic culture 

chamber every 10 min. The maximum flow speed was set below 50 μm/s, which is within 

the suggested range for perfusion culture [18]. The illumination, image data acquisition, 

and micro-pump were all automatically controlled by a customized LabVIEW program. 

The Talbot fluorescence ePetri system was rebuilt using standard optical mounts and stages 

(Thorlabs) to improve the stability during long-term imaging in humid environment. The 

assembled system is shown in Figure 11. The full dimensions of the system are ~20 × 20 × 

20 cm3 – we note that the size can be significantly reduced for future versions. All the 
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following experiments were conducted within a humidified 5% CO2 incubator at 37 ⁰C. 

The data was streamed from the incubator via a CAT-6 Ethernet cable.  

 

Figure 3.11. The assembled Talbot fluorescence ePetri system. White rectangle: the 

illuminator; blue rectangle: the microfluidic-integrated image sensor, socket, and TEC; 

yellow rectangle: the micro-pump. 

3.6.2 Temperature control 

As previously mentioned, to provide an adequate cell culture environment, the imaging 

platform was placed inside a humidified 5% CO2 incubator at 37 ⁰C. We turned on the TEC 

during imaging to prevent the sensor surface temperature from exceeding 37 ⁰C. We 

measured the temperature on the CMOS sensor surface using a thermal couple 76 μm-

diameter T-type thermocouple (Omega) inserted into the cell culture chamber from the 

inlet, and read the temperature data automatically into the computer using a universal 

connector (UTC-USB, Omega), with the data shown in Figure 3.12. Without the TEC 

cooling, there was an overshoot of temperature up to 40⁰C during the imaging process. 

With the TEC cooling at 7W, the overshoot decreased to 38.5 ⁰C. With the TEC cooling at 

13 W, the temperature was controlled below 37 ⁰C. Therefore, we set our TEC power at 13 

W for our live cell time-lapse imaging experiments. 
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Figure 3.12. The measurement of sensor surface temperature during the imaging 

process. Six measurements were repeated in total. The 0-1.0 min is for pre-cooling, 1.0-2.4 

min for imaging, and 2.4-2.9 min for data storage. 

3.6.3 Imaging of cell cycles 

As an initial demonstration, we chose HeLa cells expressing H2B-eGFP in their nuclei as 

our imaging targets. The cells were cultured on the image sensor surface, and a 3.7 mm x 

3.5 mm FOV was imaged (Figure 3.13a). The scan step size was set at 0.6 μm. It took 85 s 

to scan the entire FOV, and 30 s to perform data readout and storage. Typical cells in G1, 

G2, metaphase, and anaphase stages could be recognized in this image (Figure 

3.13b1,c1,d1,e1). The nucleoli were also recognizable as the dark regions inside the nuclei, 

where the H2B proteins were absent (Figure 3.13b1,c1).  For comparison, the same cells 

were imaged under a standard microscope with a 20x/0.4 NA objective (Figure 

3.13b2,c2,d2,e2). The resolution of the FTM system was adequate for us to distinguish the 

four different stages (G1, G2, metaphase, and anaphase) in the cell cycle. 
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Figure 3.13. Wide FOV fluorescence imaging of the GFP cells. (a) The 3.7 mm x 3.5 

mm image. (b1, c1, d1, e1) Cropped images of typical cells in (a), including G1 (b1), G2 

(c1), metaphase (d1), and anaphase (e1) (arrows). (b2, c2, d2, e2) The same cells as imaged 

by a conventional microscope with a 20x/0.4 NA objective. 

3.6.4 Automatic cell recognition and tracking 

To demonstrate the system’s longitudinal study capability, we employed it to acquire a 

sequence of images at 33 min intervals over a total duration of 24.8 hours. After 

reconstructing the image sequence, we extracted the outline of each nucleus from the 

background by thresholding and the application of watershed segmentation algorithm [19] 

(Figure 3.14). We first evaluated the segmentation accuracy by processing six 1 mm x 1 

mm reconstructed sample images, and compared the results with manual segmentation.  

Among the segmented objects, the algorithm had an accuracy of 96.1±2.2% (1304 objects; 

3.3±1.7% oversegmented (falsely cut) and 0.7±0.5% undersegmented (falsely merged)). 

There were 5.8±2.3% cells that were not bright enough to be recognized by the algorithm. 

We then used the nearest-neighbor tracking method on the segmented images [20], which 

finds the next position of each cell by searching its neighborhood in the next frame. A 

threshold for the neighbor range was defined according to the image sequence to optimize 

the tracking results. Newly divided cells were given a new tag. 
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Figure 3.14. Cell segmentation and counting using the watershed algorithm. (a) The 

reconstructed high resolution image. (b) A typical region from (a). (c) The result of the 

segmentation by the watershed algorithm. (d) The segmentation result overlaid with the 

original image. 

The trajectories for each tracked cell over 24.8 h were then plotted (Figure 3.15a). Figure 

3.15b shows a zoomed-in vignette illustrating our capacity to perform single cell tracking. 

This cell migrated in the bottom-right direction, divided at 5.5 h (marked by *), and the two 

daughter cells started to migrate in opposite directions. At 24.8 h, the daughter cell that was 

moving upwards divided again (marked by **). By using the trajectory information, we can 

also automatically crop each cell out of the original wide FOV image sequence (Figure 

3.15c). 
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Figure 3.15.  Longitudinal imaging of the GFP cells. (a) Trajectories of cells over 24.8 

hours. The position of a cell at each time point is illustrated by its color. (b) The trajectory 

showing a single cell which divided at 5.5 h (*), with one of the daughter cells that moved 

upwards dividing again at 24.8 h (**). (c) Longitudinal images of the cell in (b) as it 

migrated and divided. The asterisks indicate the cells in anaphase at 5.5 h (*) and 24.8 h 

(**) during the division events. 

3.6.5 Quantitative study of camptothecin treatment 

Drug study is an excellent longitudinal study format for which an inexpensive, high-

resolution and wide FOV fluorescence imaging system can significantly improve the 

efficiency. As a demonstration of such an application, we performed the following 
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experiment with camptothecin (CPT), a well-characterized anti-cancer drug. CPT inhibits 

DNA and RNA replication and synthesis by targeting the nuclear enzyme topoisomerase I 

[21]. Analogues of CPT have been successfully used in cancer chemotherapy [22].  

Here we used our system to investigate HeLa cell division and migration behaviors in 

response to CPT. In this longitudinal study, we prepared two cell culture groups: the CPT 

treatment group and the control group. For the CPT group, cell culture medium with 1 μM 

CPT was loaded into the microfluidic culture chamber at 0 h. The control group was loaded 

with the medium without CPT. Wide FOV images were taken at 33 min intervals over a 

total duration of 21.5 hours. We performed watershed segmentation to count the number of 

cells in each image. At 0 h, the control and CPT group were counted to have 1158 and 1297 

cells, respectively.  At 21.5 h, the cell count for control group increased 52.4% while the 

cell count for CPT group increased 10.5% (Figure 3.16a). We then tracked 373 and 422 

cells in the control and CPT groups, respectively, and calculated the migration distance of 

each cell over the 21.5 hours. The cells in the control and CPT groups had average 

migration distances of 246.0±59.2 μm and 210.3±68.5 μm, respectively, showing a 

significant difference from the Student’s t-test (P<0.001) (Figure 3.16b). Representative 

time-lapse images are shown in Figure 3.16c. From these data, we can conclude that CPT 

inhibits cell proliferation and migration, and the Talbot Fluorescence ePetri system can be 

used for automate drug testing and cell behavior analysis.  
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Figure 3.16. Effect of camptothecin (CPT) treatment. (a) Cell count over time for the 

control group and the CPT group. (b) Average cell migration distances for the control 

group and the CPT group over 21.5 hours (***P<0.001). (c) Representative images for the 

two groups at 0, 6, 12, 18, and 21 h. 

3.7 Discussion 

In the context of wide FOV imaging, the currently Talbot microscope prototype is slower 

than state-of-the art commercial large-area fluorescence scanning systems, such as 

Olympus VS120-SL. This is due to the fact that the low-cost sensor chip has limited frame 

rate and is less sensitive than the high-performance camera used in commercial scanning 

systems. In addition, our current sensor chip and board do not support pixel binning 

functions, which can significantly enhance the frame rate and readout speed. By switching 

to a sensor chip with higher frame rate and binning function, we can expect a significant 

imaging speed improvement. 

We would like to further emphasize the scalability of the FOV for this imaging design. The 

FOV of the Talbot microscope only depends on the area of the lenslet array and the area of 

the image sensor, therefore it can be enlarged by simply employing a larger lenslet array 

and a larger sensor chip. Furthermore, unlike with conventional scanning microscopes, the 
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total scanning time would remain the same rather than scaling linearly with the area 

covered. 

The Talbot Fluorescence ePetri approach requires an undistorted projection of the Talbot 

generated light spots on the sample. As PDMS is porous and vulnerable to deformation, a 

microfluidic reservoir comprised entirely of PDMS could significantly degrade the 

achieved resolution. To mitigate this, we developed a fabrication method for implementing 

a glass/PDMS hybrid microfluidic component, as described in the Experimental section. 

Here we incorporated a glass cover as the top of the reservoir to preserve the quality of the 

Talbot light spots. For our demonstration experiment, the current reservoir design consisted 

only of a center culture chamber and two ports. It is possible to integrate more sophisticated 

microfluidic functions into the system. For example, it would be possible to implement 

multiple branch channels to generate a stable chemical gradient [23] to study the response 

of cells to different concentrations of chemical signals. We can also include microvalves 

[24] to modulate the amount of drug delivery over time and investigate the resulting cell 

dynamics. 

In our Talbot Fluorescence ePetri system, we observed that the fluorescence intensity of the 

H2B-eGFP varied as a cell went through different stages in the cell cycle: it was very bright 

during mitosis when the chromosomes were highly condensed, but became very dim in 

early interphase (such as G1 phase) when H2B was diffuse in the nuclei. This may explain 

the fact that 5.8±2.3% of the cells cannot be recognized by our segmentation algorithm. We 

tracked ~30% of the brightest cells of the whole population throughout the time-lapse 

imaging process in our CPT treatment experiment to avoid errors in our statistics for the 

migration speed. In this study, the main focus was on the demonstration of the Talbot 

Fluorescence ePetri platform, and we expect that more advanced algorithms can be used to 

track a larger percentage of cells. For example, we can implement trajectory repair 

processes in our tracking algorithm, which connects the broken trajectories if the positions 

where a cell disappears and reappears are within a certain neighborhood. Furthermore, the 

typical cell cycle stages (such as metaphase, anaphase, G1, and G2) can be automatically 

recognized by introducing machine vision techniques such as the support vector machine 

(SVM) [19]. The cell annotation over a wide FOV is likely useful for a host of bioscience 

studies. 
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3.8 Conclusion 

As a conclusion, in this chapter we demonstrated the utility of the Talbot microscope and 

an upgraded Talbot Fluorescence ePetri for high throughput live cell imaging, phenotyping, 

and drug study applications. The Talbot microscope has a FOV of 13 mm2 and a resolution 

limit of 1.2 μm. Our on-chip system is simple in implementation, low cost, integratable 

with microfluidic devices, and compact enough to be placed inside a standard incubator. 

We believe our system can also find significant applications in many emerging fields such 

as tissue engineering and stem cell differentiation where the longitudinal study of a large 

number of living samples is needed. 

3.9 Experimental section 

3.9.1 Preparation of Qdot ®-stained SK-BR-3 cells 

The human breast cancer cell line SK-BR-3 was purchased from American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC). Cells were cultured at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in McCoy’s 5A medium 

(ATCC) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Invitrogen). Before experiment, cells were 

fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 5 min, and incubated sequentially with mouse anti-HER2 

(c-erbB-2) antibody (Invitrogen)  for 1 h and 5 nM Qdot® 625 goat F(ab')2 anti-mouse IgG 

conjugate (Invitrogen) for 1 h, then washed with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline 

(DPBS, Invitrogen). Before experiment, cells were mounted on a red filter-coated sensor 

with a 5 mm-diameter coverslip on top. Mineral oil was then filled at the edge of the 

coverslip to avoid evaporation. 

3.9.2 Preparation of HeLa cells expressing GFP 

HeLa cells (ATCC) were infected at approximately 35% confluence with VSVG-

pseudotyped lentivirus to obtain cells ubiquitously expressing GFP fused to histone-2B 

(H2B), driven by the chicken beta-actin-CMV (CAG) promoter. Stably infected cells were 

propagated in DMEM (Cellgro) supplemented with 10% FBS (Cellgro).  

3.9.3 Preparation of live C. elegans  

For the imaging of pharynx, the C. elegans strain PS5643 syIs231 [hs:LIN-3C , myo-

2::GFP]; him-5 was cultured at 22°C using standard protocols [25]. The eggs were 

harvested from PS5643 gravid adults by bleaching and placed on plates, and the worms 

were allowed to develop at 22°C to L1 stage.  
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For the phenotyping of DTC development, the C. elegans strain JK2868 qIs56 [lag-2::GFP; 

unc-119(+)] was cultured at 22°C. The eggs were harvested from JK2868 gravid adults by 

bleaching and placed on plates containing either daf-12 RNAi bacteria, gon-1 RNAi 

bacteria, or bacteria without an RNAi construct, and the worms were allowed to develop at 

22°C.  

The RNAi bacteria were obtained from the Ahringer Library (Geneservice), and their RNAi 

feeding protocol was used with modifications [26]. RNAi feeding plates were made by 

spreading carbenicillin at 25 μg/mL and IPTG at 1 mM final concentration on agar plates, 

and adding RNAi liquid bacterial culture.  The plates were either used the following day or 

stored at 4°C.  

The C. elegans worms were immobilized on the CMOS sensor using hydrogel by 

modifying established protocols [27]. Briefly, hydrogel prepolymer solution was prepared 

by adding 20% (wt/wt) poly(ethylene glycol) 1000 dimethacrylate (PEG-DMA, 

Polysciences) in DPBS, then 1% (wt/wt) Irgacure 2959 (2-hydroxy-1-(4-(hydroxyl-ethoxy) 

phenyl)-2-methyl-1-propanone, BASF) as the photoinitiator. The worms were washed into 

the hydrogel prepolymer solution, and a 2 μL worm suspension was mounted onto the 

green filter-coated sensor with a 5 mm-diameter coverslip on top. A UV exposure of ~10 

mW cm-2 at 365 nm for 1 min was applied to induce gelation.  

3.9.4 Microfluidic cell culture and time-lapse imaging 

The microfluidic-integrated image sensor was treated with Poly-L-lysine solution (Sigma-

Aldrich) overnight for better cell attachment. Upon experiment, the cell solution was 

adjusted to a concentration of 1×106 cells/ml, and loaded into the microfluidic device. After 

4 h of incubation to permit the cells to attach to the image sensor surface, the image sensor 

was mounted onto the socket for imaging.  
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C h a p t e r  4  

A WIDE FIELD-OF-VIEW SCANNING ENDOSCOPE FOR ANAL CANAL 
SCREENING 

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we introduced two wide field-of-view (FOV) on-chip 

microscopes for the time-lapse imaging of dynamic processes in biological samples, 

including viral plaque development and cell growth and migration. In this chapter, we aim 

to explore the wide FOV technologies on a larger scale: the imaging of live tissues. We will 

report a novel wide FOV scanning endoscope, named the AnCam, which is based on the 

contact image sensor (CIS) technology used in commercial business card scanners. The 

AnCam can capture the whole image of the anal canal within 10 seconds with a resolution 

of 89 μm, a maximum FOV of 100 mm × 120 mm, and a depth-of-field (DOF) of 0.65 mm 

at 5.9 line pairs per mm (lp/mm). We will demonstrate the performance of the AnCam by 

imaging the entire anal canal of pigs and time-lapse tracking the dynamics of acetowhite 

testing. We believe the AnCam can potentially be a simple and convenient solution for 

screening of the anal canal for dysplasia and for surveillance in patients following treatment 

for anal cancer. This chapter is adapted from C. Han, J. Huangfu, L. Lai, and C. H. Yang, 

“A Wide Field-of-view Scanning Endoscope for Whole Anal Canal Imaging”, Biomed. Opt. 

Express 6, 607-614 (2015). 

4.1 Background 

Anal cancer is a malignancy of the epithelium of the anal canal [1]. As a malignancy that is 

associated with human papilloma virus (HPV) infection, the incidence of anal canal cancer 

has increased markedly over the last two decades [2,3]. Although screening for anal cancer 

results in early detection, screening of at-risk populations has not been widely adopted. The 

current gold standard for anal cancer screening is high resolution anoscopy (HRA), a 

technique adapted from standard cervical examination protocols [4–7]. In brief, the 

procedure is conducted as follows: 3–5% acetic acid is applied, using a soaked gauze, into 

the anal canal for at least one minute. The gauze is removed and a clear plastic anoscope is 

passed into the anal canal to retract soft tissues away and to allow the anal mucosa to be 

evaluated. The colposcope is positioned and used to identify abnormal areas delineated by 

acetic acid and labeled as “acetowhite” areas. These areas are biopsied to obtain a 
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histological confirmation of the abnormality. A handwritten map and photographs of 

abnormal areas document the location, appearance, and clinical impression of the biopsied 

areas. 

Although HRA is the current standard examination used to screen for anal cancer, the 

technique has significant limitations. A typical colposcope has an adjustable magnification 

of 3×–17× with a 13–84-mm diameter FOV (Olympus OCS-3). However, the geometry of 

the anal canal allows the colposcope to only view small areas of the anal canal at any given 

time. To complete the entire examination, the colposcope would have to be moved and 

refocused multiple times. In addition, the ability to identify abnormal from normal tissues is 

dependent on the skill level of the practitioner and the number of biopsies taken during the 

examination. Lastly, the exam is charted manually. Digital photographs of areas of concern 

are highly desirable for serial follow-up but are logistically difficult to implement well. 

Taken together, the entire procedure is time consuming, with an average of more than 30 

minutes per exam, requires multiple steps in its set up and execution, depends on the skill 

set of the provider to identify abnormal areas requiring biopsies, and demands high levels 

of histopathologic resources for support. A simpler, cheaper, and better alternative for 

imaging the anal canal for screening purposes is needed.   

 In recent years, contact image sensor (CIS) technology has been widely used within 

commercialized flatbed scanners and business card scanners, where a SELFOC lens array 

(SLA) is used to create a 1:1 image of the document onto a linear image sensor. Recently, 

CIS has been explored as a low cost solution for wide FOV biomedical imaging [8,9]. 

Zheng, et al. built a wide FOV brightfield scanning microscopy system based on a closed-

circuit television (CCTV) lens for image magnification and a flatbed scanner for image 

acquisition [8]. Göröcs, et al. achieved wide FOV fluorescence imaging by adding an 

excitation light source and an emission filter to the flatbed scanner [9].  

In this chapter, we will describe a novel anal imaging device developed by adapting a CIS 

that is disassembled from a low-cost business card scanner for imaging of cylindrical inner 

surfaces such as the anal canal. We have named this device the AnCam, and will describe 

its setup in detail and establish its resolution and DOF performance. Next, we will report a 

series of animal model experiments comparing the images of the AnCam with the 
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conventional colposcope in the evaluation of the anal canal. We will demonstrate the use of 

the AnCam in time-lapse imaging of acetic acid-induced changes of the anal canal to show 

the dynamic changes resulting from the use of acetic acid on the epithelium as well as the 

reproducibility of the serial images. Finally, we will present an upgraded AnCam with 

disposable tube design prepared for anal canal screening in patients. To our knowledge, this 

is the first report of an imaging device for capturing the circumferential inner cylindrical 

surface of the anal canal. 

4.2 System setup  

System setup for the AnCam is shown in Figure 4.1, and its basic imaging principle is 

illustrated in Figure 4.1a. The imaging module consists of a light source, an SLA, and a 

linear image sensor. The light source contains red, green, and blue (RGB) light-emitting 

diodes (LEDs) coupled to a light guide, which provides uniform illumination along its 

entire length. The SLA is a linear collection of cylindrical lenses (GRIN lenses) (Figure 

4.1b). The light source illuminates the sample of interest, and the SLA is capable of 

performing good 1:1 imaging (without magnification) and of projecting a strip segment of 

the sample onto the linear image sensor. In order to obtain an image of the anal canal, 

which has a cylindrical surface, we incorporated the imaging module into a transparent 

tube, and carefully realigned the SLA and linear image sensor to fit the geometry of the 

tube and to ensure the sample on the outer surface of the tube is imaged correctly onto the 

image sensor. At each step, the imaging module collects one line of image information 

under three color channel illumination. Via the rotational scan of the imaging module at a 

constant speed for 360° inside the polycarbonate tube, we obtain a 2D RGB image of the 

sample throughout the tube surface.  

Our AnCam system design and prototype are shown in Figure 4.1c and 4.1d, respectively. 

The imaging module was directly modified from a CIS that was disassembled from a palm-

sized business card scanner (Opticard 821, Plustek). All of the components of the imaging 

module were then realigned and mounted onto an axis, and fixed inside a polycarbonate 

tube with a 38.1-mm outer diameter. The holders for the imaging module and the tip of the 

tube were all made of polylactide (PLA) and fabricated by a 3D printer (MakerBot 

Replicator 2). The axis was connected to a geared stepper motor (28BYJ-48, Kootek), 

which was controlled by a microcontroller (Arduino UNO) with a motor shield. The 
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imaging module was driven by the card scanner’s own software for LED illumination and 

image capture, and the rotational speed of the motor was set at 0.68 rad/sec to be 

synchronized with image acquisition. The noise from the linear image sensor was removed 

by taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the scanned image and then suppressing its 

abnormal frequency components (in MATLAB). 

 

Figure 4.1. The AnCam system setup. (a) The imaging principle of the AnCam. (b) The 

SELFOC® lens array (SLA) inside the imaging module of the AnCam. (c) The design of 

the AnCam. (d) A prototype of the AnCam.  

4.3 Resolution  

To verify the resolution of our AnCam, we printed Groups 0–3 of the 1951 USAF 

resolution target on a transparency film (CAS/Art Services, Inc.) and attached it onto the 

tube surface for scanning (Figure 4.2). The scan was performed along the y direction. As 

shown in Figure 4.2b–d, the element with 11.3 line pairs per mm (lp/mm, corresponding to 

88.5-µm line spacing) is the smallest discernible element; therefore, we can establish a 

resolution of 89 µm. This resolution is consistent with the image sensor’s Nyquist sampling 

limit of 85 µm, considering that the pixel pitch for the sensor is 42.3 µm (600 dpi). The line 

visibility in the collected images and the close fit of the observed AnCam resolution to the 
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Nyquist resolution limit suggest that the sensor pixel pitch, rather than the optical imaging 

scheme, was the resolution-limiting factor in our sample. In other words, the AnCam would 

likely be able to achieve a finer resolution if the sensor were to be replaced with one of a 

denser pixel pitch. 

  

 

Figure 4.2. Resolution test. (a) The image of a resolution target obtained by the AnCam. 

(b) A zoomed-in region of (a), showing that the 11.3 lp/mm (88.5-µm line spacing) element 

is discernible (labeled in the orange rectangle). (c-d) The intensity profile of the 11.3-lp/mm 

element in the x (c) and y (d) directions after summing the red, green, and blue (RGB) 

channels. 

In order to further verify that the optical resolution of the SLA is much higher than the 

pixel-limited resolution of the system, we used a 1951 USAF target as the sample, and 

aligned it to the front focal plane of the SLA. The image generated by the SLA was 

collected by a standard microscope with a 10× 0.3 NA objective and captured by a 4.65 μm 

pixel-size CCD camera (DMK 31BU03, The Imaging Source). The microscope provides a 

sub-micron resolution, which ensures that we are observing the resolution of the SLA. The 
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imaging setup is illustrated in Figure 4.3a, and the image is shown in Figure 4.3b. The 

image Group 7, Element 1 (128 lp/mm, or 7.8 μm line spacing) is discernible, suggesting a 

resolution of 8 μm. 

 

Figure 4.3. Optical resolution measurement of SELFOC lens array. Left: measurement 

system setup. Right: measurement result.  Group 7, Element 1 (128 lp/mm, or 7.8 μm line 

spacing) is discernible (yellow rectangle). 

4.4 Depth of field 

We characterized the DOF of the AnCam to demonstrate its tolerance of tissue unevenness. 

The DOF measurement is illustrated in Figure 4.4, which is adapted from the standard DOF 

measurement method for optical imaging systems. The imaging module was raised by 0.7 

mm to make sure that the focal plane of the SLA is above the tube surface. Then a 

resolution target with a 5.9-lp/mm (170-µm line spacing) line pattern was attached to the 

tube surface with a tilting angle of θ=1/15 rad (Figure 4.4a). The light source of the 

imaging module was disabled and an external light source was used to provide a uniform 

illumination onto the target. After obtaining the scanned image (Figure 4.4c), the 

modulation transfer function (MTF) at different separation distances was defined as the 

normalized contrast of the line pattern, and the result was plotted (Figure 4.4b). The DOF 
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was then defined as the depth range where the MTF was above 50%, which was calculated 

to be 0.65 mm at 5.9 lp/mm. Figure 4.4d–h shows representative images of the line pattern 

at different distances below (Figure 4.4d,e), at (Figure 4.4f), and above (Figure 4.4g,h) the 

focal plane. Their positions are also marked in Figure 4.4b.  

 

Figure. 4.4. The depth-of-field (DOF) measurement. (a) The setup for the DOF 

measurement. A resolution target with a 5.9-lp/mm line pattern was attached on the tube 

surface of the AnCam at an angle of θ=1/15 rad. The imaging module was raised by 0.7 

mm to make sure the focal plane of the SLA is above the tube surface (bottom-right image). 

(b) The measured modulation transfer function (MTF) corresponding to the separation 

distance of the line pattern. (c-h) The scanned image of the target and the zoom-in images 

of the line pattern with a distance of 0.2 mm (d), 0.5 mm (e), 0.8 mm (f), 1.1 mm (g), and 

1.4 mm (d) to the tube surface. 
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4.5 Entire anal canal imaging using the AnCam in comparison to a colposcope 

Next, we compared the performance of the AnCam with that of a conventional colposcope 

in the imaging of the anal canal. These studies were completed in an in vivo pig model. 

After the pig was anesthetized as per approved institutional protocols, a small region of the 

anal canal was stained using a marker pen. The AnCam was gently inserted into the anal 

canal after applying a small amount of water-based lubrication to the top of the device 

(Figure 4.5a). The entire cylindrical surface of the anal canal was imaged with a single scan 

(Figure 4.5b). Results of the comparison are shown in Figure 4.5c–e. The image has a FOV 

of 55 mm × 120 mm (Figure 4.5c). The stained patterns made from the marker pen are 

discernible (Figure 4.5d,e). As a comparison, the same area of the anal canal was examined 

using a plastic anoscope and a standard colposcope (Olympus OCS-3) with 12× 

magnification (Figure 4.5f,g), and the image was captured using an iPhone 4S camera 

connected to the eyepiece via a customized adaptor. The yellow and blue arrows in Figure 

4.5e and 4.5g are pointing at the same stained spots viewed under the two systems, as 

marked by the pen. Both the AnCam and the colposcope can resolve these stained spots. It 

is also worth noting that the colposcope images (Figure 4.5f,g) have unavoidable reflections 

on the tissue surface due to the illumination of the light source affecting visualization of the 

anal mucosa. 
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Figure 4.5. Whole anal canal imaging of an animal model. (a) The AnCam was inserted 

into the anus of a live pig for imaging. (b) The cylindrical surface containing the whole anal 

canal was imaged with a single scan. (c–e) The wide field-of-view (FOV) image captured 

by the AnCam (c) with the stained region zoomed in (d,e). (f–g) The same stained region 

captured by a standard colposcope with 12× magnification (f) with a zoomed-in and 90°-

rotated image (g). The yellow and blue arrows in (e) and (g) are pointing at the same 

stained spots. 

4.6 Time-lapse imaging of acetowhite test 

Delineation of acetowhite tissues is a critical step in standard HRA and requires application 

of acetic acid to dehydrate anal mucosa cells. Acetic acid-induced changes of the epithelial 

surface localize abnormal areas that require biopsy [6,10]. To demonstrate that the AnCam 

is capable of depicting the dynamic changes in the anal mucosa with serial acetic acid 

application and of localizing acetowhite areas, we performed acetic acid testing in a live, 

anesthetized pig. First, we documented the appearance of the anal canal before acetic acid 
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staining (Figure 4.6a,b). Then, a 5% acetic acid-soaked gauze was inserted into the anal 

canal for 5 min. The gauze was removed, and an AnCam image was obtained (Figure 4.6c). 

We repeated the application of acetic acid three times, removed the gauze, reinserted the 

AnCam, and obtained serial time-lapse images of the anal canal (Figure 4.6c–e). We 

compared the entire anal canal before application of acetic acid with the post-acetic acid 

images, and an area of interest before and after the three rounds of acetic acid staining is 

shown in Figure 4.6b–e. There was a significant whitening of the anal canal epithelium 

(yellow arrows) and rectal epithelium (white arrow) after each of the first two stainings 

(Figure 4.6b–d). However, there was no further change after the third staining (Figure 

4.6e), arguing that there is no further improvement in acetowhite effect after 10 min of 

acetic acid application. In each of the images (Figure 4.6b–e), the anatomic structure of 

interest was reproduced and comparable. The consistency of the images argues for the 

potential use of this device in longitudinal follow-up of patients with anal canal pathology. 

 

Figure 4.6. The time-lapse images of three rounds of acetic acid staining. (a–b) The 

wide field-of-view (FOV) AnCam image of the anal canal (a) and a zoomed-in region (b) 

before staining. (c) After the first round of staining, there was a significant whitening of the 

anal canal epithelium (yellow arrows) and rectum epithelium (white arrow). (d) After the 
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second round of staining, more regions of the anal canal and rectum became whitened. (e) 

After the third round of staining, the tissue did not become further whitened. 

The acetic acid induced changes gradually fade out with return of the epithelium to normal. 

We monitored this washout process by evaluating serial AnCam images.  The scans were 

repeated at 6-min intervals for 60 min.  The results are shown in Figure 4.7.  The selected 

whitened areas (arrow) gradually faded out over time and disappeared at 36 min.  By 66 

min, all the stained regions had returned to normal.  To our knowledge, this is the first time 

the acetic acid staining and washout process has been dynamically monitored and reported. 

This may provide guidance to physicians for optimizing and standardizing the dose and 

duration of acetic acid application in HRA.   

.  

 

Figure 4.7. The time-lapse images showing the wash-out process of the acetowhite 

areas. It can be observed that the selected whitened areas (arrow) gradually faded out over 

time and disappeared at 36 min, and all the stained regions returned to normal at 66 min. 

4.7 AnCam built for clinical examination of patients 

In previous sections, we have already demonstrated the performance of the AnCam in 

terms of resolution, DOF, and time-lapse imaging capability. However, all the parts of the 

AnCam are fixed and the tube has to be cleaned using 70% ethanol after each use. For 

experiment on patients, further modification needs to be made. First, materials need to be 
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biocompatible, thus the 3D printed PLA tube tip is no longer suitable. Second, the whole 

tube has to be made disposable to avoid cross-contamination among different patients. 

Towards this direction, we developed our new AnCam, hereby termed the medical AnCam.   

4.7.1 Design 

The design of the medical AnCam is shown in Figure 4.8. Compared with the old version 

AnCam, it has two easily separable components: the main body and the disposable tube. 

The main body has a motor compartment to prevent the motor and the cables from being 

exposing to the patient. The motor compartment also has a cable outlet connected with 

medical tubing, which packages all the cables inside for the patient’s safety. The quick 

connection between the main body and the tube are facilitated by designing two connectors 

(Connector A and B). They have fitting surfaces to ensure the positioning (green arrows in 

Figure 4.8). Besides, they also have male (Connector A) and female (Connector B) locking 

structures (red arrows) so that they can lock into each other by a simple rotation. 

 

Figure 4.8. The design of the medical AnCam. The main body consists of the motor 

compartment and the imaging module. The disposable tube can be easily mounted onto the 
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main body by designing two connectors (connector A and B) on the main body and the tube, 

respectively. 

Before the experiment, the disposable tube can be mounted to the main body by first 

aligning the two fitting surfaces on Connector A and B, then rotating the tube clockwise to 

make Connector A and B lock to each other, as shown in Figure 4.9. After each 

experiment, the tube can be removed from the main body by simply rotating it 

counterclockwise and pulling it out, which is just a reverse process. In this way, the 

disposable tubes can be easily changed for examining different patients. 

 

Figure 4.9. The tube mounting process for the medical AnCam. (a) The disposable tube 

is positioned to the main body by aligning two fitting surfaces (connector A and connector 

B, as shown in Figure 4.8). (b) The disposable tube is locked to the main body by simply 

rotating the tube clockwise. Reversing this process will unmount the tube. 

4.7.2 Fabrication of the disposable tube 

The disposable tube consists of a medical-grade silicone tip, a polycarbonate tube, and 

Connector B. The fabrication process includes several steps. First, the medical-grade 

silicone tip is fabricated by a molding process. Second, the disposable tube is packaged by 

attaching the tip and Connector B to the PC tube and coating an extra layer of silicone at 
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the junctions between the tip and the polycarbonate tube to ensure that the material in 

contact with the patients is biocompatible. The plastic materials are glued together by 

chloroform. The whole process will be described in detail as follows. 

The silicone tip is fabricated with the following procedures as shown in Figure 4.10. First, a 

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) core is assembled by gluing five pieces of PMMA 

disks (Diameter=14 mm, 20 mm, 26 mm, 20 mm, and 30 mm) (Figure 4.10a). This design 

forms a groove at the core’s surface to keep the silicone from falling off.  Then a 

hemisphere mold is prepared by cutting the tip out of a polypropylene (PP) centrifuge tube 

(Z640948, Sigma-Aldrich) (Figure 4.10b). Next, the PMMA core and the hemisphere mold 

are assembled together for the molding process (Figure 4.10c). The medical-grade silicone 

pre-polymer (Silastic 7-4870, Dow Corning) is prepared by mixing its two components, 

and filled between the PMMA core and the hemisphere mold (Figure 4.10d). The mold is 

then placed inside an oven at 150 ⁰C overnight (Figure 4.10e), and the cured silicone tip 

can finally be released from the mold (Figure 4.10f).  

 

Figure 4.10. The fabrication process of the silicone tip. (a) A Poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) core is assembled by gluing five pieces of PMMA disks. (b) A hemisphere mold 

is prepared by cutting the tip out of a polypropylene (PP) centrifuge tube. (c) The PMMA 

core and the hemisphere mold are assembled together for the molding process. (d) The 
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medical-grade silicone pre-polymer is prepared and filled between the PMMA core and the 

hemisphere mold. (e) The mold is placed inside an oven at 150 ⁰C overnight. (f) The cured 

silicone tip is released. 

After obtaining the silicone tip, the disposable tube can be fabricated with the following 

procedures, as shown in Figure 4.11. First, an adaptor is made by the 3D printer and 

attached to the silicone tip (Figure 4.11a). Then the PC tube is attached to the silicone tip 

via the adaptor (Figure 4.11b). Next, an extra layer of medical-grade silicone is coated 

around the junction between the silicone tip and the PC tube (Figure 4.11c) by following a 

customized coating protocol, which will be described in the next paragraph. Finally, 

Connector B is fixed to the other end of the PC tube (Figure 4.11d). 

 

Figure 4.11. The fabrication process of the disposable tube. (a) An adaptor is attached to 

the silicon tip. (b) The polycarbonate tube is attached to the silicone tip via the adaptor. (c) 

An extra layer of medical-grade silicone is coated around the junction between the silicone 

tip and the PC tube (orange rectangle). (d) Connector B is fixed to the other end of the PC 

tube. 
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As previously mentioned, in order to ensure that the material in contact with the patients is 

biocompatible, an extra layer of silicone is coated at the junctions between the tip and the 

PC tube. However this process cannot be done by directly placing the assembled disposable 

tube in the oven, since the adaptor and Connector B are made of PLA material and cannot 

withstand the temperature for silicone curing. Therefore, we developed a localized heating 

method, as shown in Figure 4.12.  First, we coated the junction with silicone pre-polymer. 

Then we mount the disposable tube onto a rotational stage, and a hot air gun (Aoyue 

850A++) is aligned to blow the 150 ⁰C hot air at the pre-polymer. To provide uniform 

heating, a stepper motor is used to control the tube to rotate in the fashion shown in Figure 

4.12a: the tube rotates at a slow speed of 0.2 rad/sec within a small region (π/9 rad angle 

range) back and forth for 5 min (Figure 4.12a1), then moves to the next region (Figure 

4.12a2). This process repeats until all the 360⁰ is heated. The disposable tube before and 

after silicone coating is shown in Figure 4.12b and 4.12c. 

 

Figure 4.12 The silicone coating process. (a1─a2) The disposable tube is coated with 

silicone pre-polymer, and a hot air gun is used to cure the pre-polymer by the rotational 

movement of the disposable tube. (b─c) The disposable tube before (b) and after (c) 

coating the silicone layer.  

4.7.3 The assembled medical AnCam prototype 

The medical AnCam prototype with the disposable tube assembled to the main body is 

shown in Figure 4.13. A medical tubing is also connected to the motor compartment to 

package the cables inside, so that all the parts in contact with the patient are biocompatible 

and non-hazadous. 
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Figure 4.13. The assembled medical AnCam prototype.  

4.7.4 Clinical experiment with a patient  

We have applied our medical AnCam prototype to the whole anal canal screening of a 

patient. Figure 4.14 shows the AnCam images of the whole anal canal before (Figure 4.14a) 

and after (Figure 4.14c) acetic acid staining. By zooming in the same region in these two 

images, we can observe that the tissue was successfully whitened, providing a better 

contrast for further diagnosis. This also demonstrates the consistency of AnCam images. 

 

Figure 4.14. AnCam imaging of a patient before and after acetic acid staining. (a) The 

whole anal canal image before acetic acid staining. (b) A zoomed-in image of (a). (c) The 

whole anal canal image after acetic acid staining. (d) A zoomed-in image of (c). 
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We also compared the performance of the medical AnCam with that of a conventional 

colposcope (LEISEGANG OptiK Model 2 colposcope with the Canon 600D T3i DSLR 

camera) in the anal canal imaging of the patient, as shown in Figure 4.15. After acetic acid 

staining, the medical AnCam and the colposcope were used separately to get the anal canal 

images of the patient (Figure 4.15a,c). Zoom-in images show that the same stained 

structures can be discovered by both systems, as pointed by the yellow and blue arrows in 

Figure 4.15b, 4.15c.  

  

Figure 4.15. Comparison between the medical AnCam and a colposcope in the anal 

canal imaging of a patient. (a) The medical AnCam image of the whole anal canal. (b) A 

zoomed-in image of (a). (c)  The colposcope image of the anal canal at the same region as 

(b). The arrows of the same color in (b) and (c) are pointing at the same stained structures.  

4.8 Discussion 

As a proof of concept, we used an image sensor with 600 dpi (equivalent to a pixel pitch of 

42.3 µm) disassembled from a business card scanner, resulting in an imaging resolution of 

89 μm. Conventionally, colposcope images are read out either directly from the eyepiece or 

captured by a CCD video camera, and the resolution of a colposcope is limited by the 

number of pixels in the camera (the optical resolution is usually much higher). Our current 
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89-μm resolution is comparable to that of mainstream colposcopes with video cameras 

using the National Television System Committee (NTSC) standard. For example, these 

cameras equipped in an Olympus OCS-3 can provide a resolution between 350 µm and 50 

µm for magnifications between 3× and 17×, respectively.  

Recently, up-to-date colposcopes have been shown to be able to provide improved 

resolution by connecting the scope to a high definition video camera or a digital single-lens 

reflex (DSLR) camera. For example, we have measured the resolution of the LEISEGANG 

OptiK Model 2 colposcope with the Canon 600D T3i DSLR camera. A USAF 1951 target 

was imaged by this system with its maximum 15× magnification, and the Group 5 Element 

6 is clearly discernible, giving a resolution of 18 µm (Figure 4.16).  In comparison, the 

resolution of the AnCam can also be further improved by choosing image sensors with 

higher pixel densities. As an example, flatbed film scanners such as CanoScan LiDE 700F 

have 4800 dpi (equivalent to a pixel pitch of 5.2 µm) image sensors, which potentially can 

improve our current resolution by 8 times. However, it is worth noting that higher 

resolution will also result in a significantly longer scan time. For instance, consider that we 

use a 4800 dpi image sensor instead of a 600 dpi one in order to get an 8× resolution 

improvement. We would need to reduce the frame rate to ~1/8, and also increase total scan 

steps by 8 times. This will result in a >10 min total scan time compared with the 10 sec for 

the current AnCam. On this time scale, the resolution and image quality can be deteriorated 

by any movement or contraction of the live tissue. Therefore, this trade-off between 

resolution and scan time needs to be considered when selecting the image sensors for 

specific needs. Actually, we envision that AnCam is aiming to further assist HRA diagnosis 

instead of being a competitor with current colposcopes, since the best way should be rather 

to combine these two methods: AnCam can act as a fast screen at the first stage to get all 

the information inside the anal canal, providing a map to the locations of all suspicious 

regions, and then the colposcope can be used to image only these regions for later biopsy 

examination or surgery. In this way, the total inspection time can be significantly shortened. 
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Figure 4.16. The optical resolution measurement of a typical colposcope 

(LEISEGANG OptiK Model 2) with a DSLR camera (Canon 600D T3i). (a) The image 

under 15× magnification captured by the DSLR camera. (b) The zoomed-image showing 

that the smallest discernible pattern is Group 5 Element 6 (57 lp/mm, or 18 µm line 

spacing). 

The cost of our AnCam prototype is less than $150 (not including the computer), which is 

two orders of magnitude lower than a typical colposcope. The whole AnCam inspection 

simply includes the insertion of the probe and a quick 10-sec scan, with no refocusing or 

any extra steps needed, thus making it very easy to operate. This simplification of the anal 

canal examination process is highly desirable. In addition, the AnCam can be quite 

attractive for telemedicine applications whereby diagnoses can be made in low-resource 

settings where colposcopes are not affordable or specially trained personnel are not 

available. Under this circumstance, the AnCam can generate an objectively obtained and 

digitally stored image containing all of the information from the entire anal canal. This 

image can then be remotely transferred to specialized centers where experienced 

professionals can interpret it for the screening of potential anal dysplasia.  

It is worth noting that the morphologies of the stained tissue in the pig experiment do not 

appear completely similar in the AnCam images compared with the HRA images, as shown 

in Figure 4d and 4f. This is because the tube of the AnCam stretches the pliable mucosa on 

the transparent polycarbonate tube so that the entire anal canal surface is tightly attached to 

the tube surface. In comparison, in HRA, the clear plastic anoscope allows the colposcope 

to visualize the collapsed anal mucosa through its open end. The tissue observed by the 

colposcope can have folded regions due to the pliable nature of the anal mucosa, thus 

making it difficult to inspect by HRA. On the other hand, the AnCam potentially has the 
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advantage of observing the details hidden in these folded regions. For this purpose, the tube 

diameter should be carefully chosen: a too-small diameter may not be sufficient to fully 

stretch the folded tissues, while a too-large diameter may cause pain or injury to patients. 

This can be easily addressed by designing AnCams with different tube diameters, so that a 

personalized tube size can be determined after evaluating the anal dimension for each 

particular patient. The tube part can also be made disposable to avoid cross-contamination 

among patients. For our current AnCam prototype, we used a polycarbonate tube fabricated 

by a plastic extrusion process. This process generates minor line patterns on the tube 

surface that sometimes can be observed in AnCam images (Fig. 4e). This can be further 

improved by choosing other plastic tubes made by the injection molding process, which can 

provide better surface quality.  

In this chapter, we also demonstrated the consistency of AnCam images by tracking the 

dynamics of the acetowhitening process. This revealed the potential of AnCam in 

longitudinal follow-up of patients with potential anal canal dysplasia or who are under anal 

cancer treatment. Similar to the use of annual mammograms to identify new breast cancers, 

serial digital images of the entire anal canal can be compared when a follow-up is 

performed for any abnormal changes, so that any dysplasia inside the anal canal can be 

detected at a very early stage. Due to its simplicity and minimally invasive nature compared 

with HRA, the AnCam can also be suitable for regular preventive screenings among 

populations of patients with sexually transmitted diseases or male homosexual contact for 

the early diagnosis of HPV infection or anal cancer. 

4.9 Conclusion 

High resolution anoscopy is the gold standard for the screening of anal dysplasia. 

Conventional HRA is based on the use of a colposcope. The imaging geometry of the 

colposcope is ill-matched to the geometry of the anal canal. This results in an imaging 

procedure that is labor-intensive, time-consuming, and operator-dependent. To address 

these shortcomings, we designed and built a novel scanning endoscopic system, the 

AnCam, using CIS technology. The AnCam utilizes low cost and disposable parts, has a 

resolution of 89 μm, a DOF of 0.65 mm at 5.9 lp/mm, and a maximum FOV of 100 mm × 

120 mm. The AnCam can complete a full scan of the anal canal within 10 seconds, a 

fraction of the time required for a conventional HRA examination (typically more than 30 
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min), and the images are standardized and reproducible. Lastly, the use of the device does 

not require specialized training. The overall imaging performance, the reproducibility of the 

images, and the ease-of-use render the AnCam a highly attractive potential alternative to 

current imaging modalities of the anal canal and other cylindrically shaped anatomic sites, 

such as the esophagus.   
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C h a p t e r  5  

A SMARTPHONE-BASED PANORAMIC ENDOSCOPE FOR HIGH-
THROUGHPUT SCREENING 

In the previous chapter, we presented the AnCam, a wide field-of-view (FOV) scanning 

endoscope. It significantly reduces the time and labor for anal canal screening. In this 

chapter, we aim to further enhance the speed of imaging by developing a new panoramic 

endoscope, named the PanCam. The PanCam consists of a panoramic annular lens (PAL), 

which is able to collect the 360° view of its surroundings, allowing the PanCam to perform 

the wide FOV imaging with a single shot. Additionally, the PanCam uses a camera module 

from a smartphone, so that the endoscopic image can be captured using the smartphone 

itself.  In addition, we developed a novel illumination method to ensure that all the tissues 

within the PanCam’s FOV are uniformly illuminated. The PanCam is compact, low-cost, 

and is potentially capable of video-rate imaging. We believe the PanCam can potentially be 

a simple endoscopic solution for fast-speed screening.  

5.1 Background 

Towards the wide FOV screening of the whole anal canal, we have developed the AnCam 

prototype, as presented in Chapter 4. The imaging speed of the AnCam is determined by its 

mechanical scanning speed, which is essentially limited by the linear image sensor’s frame 

rate. In order to further increase the imaging speed and finally achieve video-rate imaging 

capability for a wide FOV endoscope, mechanical scanning is not a preferable solution and 

a new imaging mechanism is needed. 

In recent years, new efforts have been made for building medical endoscopes with 360° 

side-view (panorama) capability. Ou-Yang and Jeng designed a radial imaging capsule 

endoscope by placing an inverted cone mirror in front of a lens, so that all the tissues 

surrounding the endoscope can be projected to the lens’s image plane by the reflection of 

the cone mirror [1]. Wang et al. developed an endoscope that is able to capture 

simultaneous forward and side views, where the side view is also provided by convex 

mirror reflection [2]. However, these two works only focused on the lens design to improve 

optical performance, and did not discuss a feasible solution for the illumination. Sagawa et 
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al. built an attachment to a conventional endoscope (Olympus CF-240AI) to obtain the 

front and side view in a similar style [3]. They further investigated the illumination 

performance by using the endoscope’s own light source. However, this endoscope could 

not provide very uniform illumination throughout its FOV, and the mirror was fixed by a 

holder in front of the camera, which blocked part of the FOV.  Finally, these previous 

works either did not establish the resolution [1,3], or only have a limited resolution of ~1 

mm for the side-view [2].  

In addition to the combination of a cone/convex mirror and a lens, the panoramic annular 

lens (PAL) is another optical device for panorama imaging. The first PAL was designed by 

Greguss [4]. Since then it has been widely used in wide FOV scene capture [5], computer 

vision [6], pipe inspection endoscopes [7,8], and panoramic stereo imaging [9]. PAL is a 

monolithic catadioptric lens consisting of two refractive and two reflective surfaces, which 

is able to project its 360° surrounding scene into a 2D annular-shaped image.  PAL has 

several intrinsic advantages for panoramic imaging. First, it is a single-element block, 

therefore it is compact in size and no alignment is needed between its refractive and 

reflective surfaces, making it easy to implement and robust in complicated environments. In 

addition, PAL has a single center of projection, so that the panoramic image can be 

reconstructed without distortion.  

The advantages of PAL make it a very promising solution for building a panoramic medical 

endoscope. However, to our knowledge, no PAL-based medical endoscope has been built 

yet, to a large extent due to the illumination issue. For capturing panorama of an outdoor 

scene, the objects are already illuminated by ambient light; however, for endoscope uses, 

the samples are dark and need to be illuminated by a light source. This light source is 

required to provide uniform illumination throughout the entire panorama FOV, and thus it 

is not easy to design. Matthys et al. used two opposing collinear PALs in their system [10], 

one as an illuminator where the light path was inverted to project a light beam to the sample 

around the PAL, while the other one was for imaging the illuminated sample. This method 

can obtain a uniform illumination, however an additional PAL has to be used, so the system 

size is not as compact as a single PAL. Opto Engineering has a commercial boroscopic 

probe using PAL for panoramic cavity imaging (PCBP series, Opto Engineering). They 

designed an LED ring around the probe near the PAL as the light source. However, this 
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method requires the sample to be at a certain distance away from the probe, and the 

illumination will be blocked when the sample is in contact with the probe, such as in anal 

canal or rectum imaging. Therefore, a convenient and uniform illumination solution for the 

PAL-based medical endoscope is yet to be found. Another limitation preventing PAL’s 

wide application is its cost: it has a complicated geometry with four optical surfaces, so it 

used to be expensive to fabricate [11]. 

Recently, smartphones have found increasing applications in healthcare industry [12]. Up-

to-date smartphones keep demonstrating high computational performance, convenient 

mobile network connection, compact size, and camera sensor capability. In particular, the 

pixel count of mobile phone cameras has been increasing exponentially following Moore’s 

law over the past decade [13], and the maximum pixel count is now above 40 mega-pixels 

(Nokia Lumia 1020). In addition, during the fast proliferation of smartphones among the 

global population, numerous smartphone camera accessories have been developed, and 

panoramic lenses have gained increasing popularity for immersive video capture. In 

particular, Kogeto has released a PAL for panoramic video capture using an iPhone 

(Kogeto Dot), and it is very low cost (~$12) due to mass production. These together make 

the combination of PAL and smartphone an ideal solution as a portable, high-performance, 

and low-cost imaging platform for endoscopic applications, as long as the illumination part 

can be well-addressed.  

In this chapter, we introduce a panoramic endoscope, named the PanCam, for the fast 

imaging of the whole anal canal. The PanCam utilizes a PAL for getting the 360° 

panoramic view of the anal canal, and a camera sensor connected with a smart phone for 

high-resolution image capture and reconstruction. We also developed a novel illumination 

method by coupling light to the outer tube of the PanCam so that all the anal canal tissues 

within the FOV can be uniformly illuminated. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows. We will first describe the system setup of the 

PanCam. We will then present the illumination method for the PanCam. Next we will 

introduce the image reconstruction algorithm. Then, we will establish the resolution and 

FOV of the PanCam. Finally, we will show a demonstrative imaging result of a tissue 

sample. 
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5.2 The imaging principle of panoramic annular lens 

A typical PAL imaging system is shown in Figure 5.1. Among the four optical surfaces on 

PAL, 1 and 4 are refractive, and 2 and 3 are reflective. If we consider the object as a 360° 

cylindrical surface around the PAL, it can then be transformed onto a 2D flat surface with 

an annular shape on the image plane. This projection is named the flat cylinder perspective 

(FCP). The image is formed inside the PAL, and it can be relayed to the image sensor by 

using an extra relay lens. As an example in Figure 5.1, Object A is projected to A’ and B is 

project to B’ on the image plane where a CCD/CMOS sensor chip is placed. α is the blind 

area that the PAL cannot image, and β is the field angle of the PAL.  

 

Figure 5.1. The panoramic annular lens (PAL) imaging system. Object A and B on a 

cylindrical surface around the PAL can be projected onto an annular image below the PAL. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the light ray tracing inside the PAL using Zemax. The parameters are 

from the patent of Kogeto Dot [14], and the missing data were given an estimated value. 

We can observe that the rays from different angles enter the PAL from the refractive 

surface 1, are then are reflected by surface 2 and reflected again by surface 3, and finally 

exit from refractive surface 4. There is also a relay lens set (RL) to transfer the intermediate 
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image to the exit pupil (EP) so that it can further be imaged to the camera sensor through 

the camera’s lenses. 

 

Figure 5.2. The ray tracing of a PAL. The rays from different angles are refracted and 

reflected by surface 1-4 of the PAL, then pass through the relay lens set (RL) to arrive at 

the exit pupil (EP). 

5.3 System setup of the PanCam  

The PanCam endoscope system we proposed is shown in Figure 5.3. It consists of a PAL 

with its relay lens, a LED light source, and a camera module disassembled from a 

smartphone (Samsung Galaxy S4). All these components are packaged inside a transparent 

tube. The camera module is connected backed to the smartphone using a customized 

extension flexible flat cable (FFC). During the imaging process, the light source uniformly 

illuminates the sample attached 360° around the cylindrical tube, and the PAL projects the 

sample into an annular image, which is then captured by the camera module and recorded 

by the smartphone. In this section we will discuss the illuminator, the extension FFC, and 

the integrated PanCam system in detail.  
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Figure 5.3. The design of the PanCam system. The probe part consists of a PAL a 

camera module, and an illuminator, which are all packaged in a transparent tube. The 

camera module is connected to the smartphone by using an extension flexible flat cable 

(FFC). 

5.3.1 Illumination 

The basic principle of our illumination method for the PanCam can be easily seen from a 

light decoration design, as shown in Figure 5.4. If a light source is coupled to a transparent 

tube, the light will keep traveling inside the tube without leaking out until it hits the end of 

the tube.  This is due to the effect of total internal reflection (TIR), since the medium inside 

and outside the tube is air, which has a lower refractive index than the tube material. 

Interestingly, if we attach to the tube with a medium that has a similar refractive index, the 

light will leak out and the medium will be illuminated. In this way, if we couple our light 

source directly to the transparent tube in our PanCam probe, we will be able to illuminate 

all the tissues in contact with the tube.  
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Figure 5.4. A design of transparent tubes as decoration light sources. Light can travel 

inside the tubes due to total internal reflection (TIR). Photo courtesy of Gia Dong. 

Based on this idea, we designed the structure of our illuminator as illustrated in Figure 5.5a. 

The light source (e.g., LED) is uniformly distributed in a ring shape (Figure 5.5b,c), 

coupling light into the transparent tube. If there is nothing attached to the tube, the coupled 

light will be trapped inside the tube. When the sample is attached to the tube the refractive 

index difference will decrease so the light will leak out of the tube to illuminate the sample.   
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Figure 5.5. The illuminator design. (a) The illumination principle. (b) The design of the 

LED ring. Multiple LEDs are arranged uniformly in a circle. (c) A photo of the LED ring. 

Same as the AnCam (in Chapter 4), the PanCam also needs to be coated with a water-based 

lubrication before it is inserted into the anal canal. This is in our favor, since this water-

based lubrication can also act as our illumination medium. For this purpose, we verified the 

refractive index of K-Y jelly (Johnson & Johnson), which is a typical lubricant in our 

experiment. The measurement was conducted using a gemological refractometer (ADE 

Advanced Optics), with the result shown in Figure 5.6. The measured refractive index is 

nKY=1.36 with an accuracy of 0.01. Therefore, we chose poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) as the tube material, since its refractive index (nPMMA=1.49) is closer to K-Y jelly 

compared with polycarbonate (PC) tubes (nPC=1.58) and thus can provide a brighter 

illumination. 

 

Figure 5.6. Refractive index measurement of K-Y jelly. Pointed by the arrow, the 

refractive index was measured to be nK-Y=1.36. 

The uniformity of this illumination method was measured by coating K-Y jelly around the 

PMMA tube of the PanCam, then wrapping a white paper around the tube. The raw image 

captured by the PanCam is shown in Figure 5.7a, and a cross-section of the intensity 

distribution in radial direction is shown in Figure 5.7b. This demonstrates that the 

illumination is very uniform throughout the whole imaging area, with a maximum 

fluctuation of  ~6%.  
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Figure 5.7 The illumination uniformity test. (a) The raw image of a white paper attached 

to the tube surface of the AnCam. The dashed line lables a cross-section. (b) The intensity 

distribution of the cross-section in (a). 

5.3.2 Customized Flex Cable 

Since the camera module needs to be placed within the probe, an extension cable is 

essential for its connection with the smartphone to allow it to work outside the phone. Here 

we designed a FFC in OrCAD, and made it fabricated from Tech-Etch. In order to connect 

to the Galaxy S4’s rear camera sensor, the FFC was designed to have a length of 48.7 mm, 

a width of 9.3 mm, and a thickness of 0.8 mm. Its technical parameters are listed in Table 

5.1. The FFC design is illustrated in Figure 5.8a─d. It has two circuit layers (Figure 5.8a,b), 

and there is one metal pad layer on each circuit layer, with through holes for interlayer 

connection (Figure 5.8c). Two plug connectors were carefully soldered onto the FFC, and 

the final FFC prototype is shown in Figure 5.8e. 

Table 5.1. Parameters of the customized flexible flat cable (FFC). 

name Value 

Wire width 

Pad size 

Through-hole diameter 

Insulator thickness 

Copper thickness 

0.2 mm 

0.7 mm × 0.18 mm 

0.3 mm 

0.5 mil 

0.7 mil (0.5 oz/ft2 copper weight) 
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Figure 5.8. The design and fabrication of the FFC. (a) The first circuit layer. (b) The 

second circuit layer. (c) The metal pad layer and through-hole layer. (d) All the layers 

merged together. (e) The fabricated FFC with two plug connectors soldered.  

5.3.3 The PanCam system 

After fabricating all the needed components, the PanCam system can be assembled as 

shown in Figure 5.9. The PMMA tube has an outer diameter of 38.1 mm, an inner diameter 

of 31.8 mm, and a length of 50 mm. The tip of the tube is made of medical-grade silicone 

following the same method as the AnCam in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 5.9. The assembled PanCam system prototype. 

5.4 Image reconstruction 

An annular image is collected by the CMOS sensor, which contains all the information of 

the sample on the cylindrical surface but with distortion. An algorithm is needed to correct 

all the distortions and reconstruct the annular image back to a rectangular image that 

correctly recovers the sample in 360°. This reconstruction includes the distortion removal 

both in the azimuthal and radial direction of the annular image. To address this, we 

developed a panorama reconstruction algorithm in MATLAB, with the flow chart 

illustrated in Figure 5.10.  
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Figure 5.10. The flow chart of two reconstruction algorithms. 

This algorithm has five steps, and is described as follows: 

1. Image loading 

A raw image captured by the PanCam is loaded into the program. 

2. Annular image extraction 

After loading the raw image, the annular image containing the panorama information is 

extracted by defining the center, inner radius, and outer radius, as shown in Figure 5.11. 

These parameters can be found simply by drawing two concentric rings in the raw image to 

make them match the inner and outer borders of the annular image. The radii of these rings 

define the inner and outer radius of the annular image, and the center of these rings defines 

the center of the annular image. It is worth noting that these parameters only need to be 

calculated once. Since the camera module is fixed with the PAL, these parameters will 

always be consistent for the same PanCam prototype. 
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Figure 5.11. Annular image extraction process. (a) The raw image directly captured by 

the PanCam. (b) Two concentric rings (red) were placed in the raw image to match the 

inner and outer borders of the annular image. They define the center and the inner and outer 

radii of the annular image. (c) The annular image can then be extracted by using the center 

coordinates and setting the inner and outer radii. 

3. Image reconstruction in the azimuthal direction 

Then the annular image can be reconstructed in azimuthal direction by converting the 

annular shape into a rectangular shape, as shown in Figure 5.12. For a point P(x,y) in the 

annular image (Figure 5.12a), its projection relationship with the point P’(x’,y’) in the 

rectangular image (Figure 5.12b) can be described as: 

�
𝑥𝑝 = 𝑦′𝑝 ∙ cos (𝑥𝑝′ ∙ ∆θ)
𝑦𝑝 = 𝑦′𝑝 ∙ sin (𝑥𝑝′ ∙ ∆θ)                       (5─1) 

where ∆θ is a constant value to make sure that 𝑥𝑝 𝑚𝑎𝑥
′ ∙ ∆θ = 2π. 
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Figure 5.12. Image reconstruction in the azimuthal direction. This step converts the 

annular shape (a) into the rectangular shape (b). 

4. Distortion calibration in the radial direction 

After image reconstruction in azimuthal direction, the amount of distortion in the radial 

direction is calibrated using a test chart printed on a transparency film, as shown in Figure 

5.13. The test chart has 1D lines with 170 μm equal separation (Figure 5.13a), and is 

attached to the tube surface of the PanCam to obtain the raw image (Figure 5.13b). After 

the azimuthal image reconstruction in Step 3, it is noticeable that the line separation 

becomes non-uniform (Figure 5.13c) due to the distortion in radial direction. If we can 

reconstruct these lines back to equal separation again, the distortion will be well-calibrated. 

The positions of these lines can be extracted by detecting the local minima of intensities 

(Figure 5.13d) [15], then the images between every two lines can be resized accordingly to 

make sure that all the lines have equal separation distance. In addition, the aspect ratio of 

the image can also be correctly recovered in this step. The recovered image of the test chart 

is shown in Figure 5.13e. The equivalent pixel size of the final reconstructed image is 

calculated to be 23 μm, by noticing that the perimeter of the tube (120 mm) is also the 

width of the reconstructed image (5228 pixels).  
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Figure 5.13. Image restoration in the radial direction. (a) The 1D line pattern in the test 

chart. (b) The raw image of the test chart (yellow rectangle) captured by the PanCam. (c) 

After the reconstruction in azimuthal direction, the lines in the image are still not uniformly 

distributed due to the radial distortion. (d) A cross-section of the line pattern is analyzed 

(dashed arrow in (c)) to extract the position of each line. (e) The spacing between each line 

pair is resized to make sure that all the lines have equal separation distance. As the same 

time the aspect ratio is also correctly recovered. 
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5. Image reconstruction in radial direction 

The calibration parameters of the test chart in Step 4 are used in the image of the real 

samples to complete the reconstruction process in radial direction. After this step, the 

distortions in both azimuthal and radial directions are removed. 

5.5 Resolution and field-of-view  

To define the resolution limit of the PanCam, a transparency film containing an array of 

Group 2&3 patterns from the 1951 USAF resolution test chart was designed (Figure 5.14a). 

The tube surface of the PanCam was coated with K-Y jelly and then wrapped by the 

transparency film. An extra layer of K-Y jelly was then coated onto the transparency film 

and a white paper was attached outside to provide a white background. The raw annular 

image is shown in Figure 5.14b, and the reconstructed panoramic image is shown in Figure 

5.14c. From all the resolution patterns, we picked five regions along the azimuthal direction 

(d─i) for analysis, due to the symmetrical nature of the annular image. The zoom-in images 

of these five regions are shown in Figure 5.14d─i. Each region can be further divided into 

eight sub-regions along the radial direction, as labeled by number 1─8 from inside to 

outside (Figure 5.14d). The measured resolution in each sub-region is defined as the 

minimum discernible line spacing and is illustrated in Figure 5.14j. The resolution of the 

PanCam is not very uniform across its FOV, ranging from 100 μm to 140 μm. The 

resolution is the worst near the outer border of the annular image, due to the aberration of 

the PAL. In conclusion, we can claim that our PanCam has a resolution of better than 140 

μm. Noticing that the equivalent pixel size for the reconstructed PanCam image is 23 μm, 

our established resolution also satisfies the Nyquist sampling theorem. The FOV of the 

PanCam was measured to be 18 mm × 120 mm in a separate experiment.  
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Figure 5.14. The resolution measurement of the PanCam. (a) The design of the 

transparency film containing an array of Group 2&3 patterns from the 1951 USAF 

resolution test chart. (b) The raw annular image of the resolution target. Six regions (d─i) 

are selected for analysis. (c) The reconstructed panoramic image. (d─i) The zoomed-in 

images of the selected regions. Sub-regions along the radial direction are labeled by number 

1─8 from inside to outside (j) The measured resolution of the six regions. 

5.6 Imaging result of a tissue sample  

As a demonstration, we used the PanCam to image a piece of beef tongue tissue sample. 

Both the PanCam tube and the tissue were coated with K-Y jelly, and attached together for 

image acquisition. The reconstructed panoramic image is shown in Figure 5.15a. A region 

of the sample was stained by a marker pen and zoomed in in Figure 5.15b. For comparison, 

the same tissue was imaged by a standard colposcope (Olympus OCS-3) under 12× 

magnification (Figure 5.15c), and the same zoomed-in region is shown in Figure 5.15d. 

Three spots with 100─200 μm diameters are clearly discernible in both systems (Figure 
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5.15b,d). The tissue sample shows up as different colors in the two systems, due to the 

different light sources they use.  

 

 

Figure 5.15. Imaging of a beef tongue tissue. (a) The reconstructed panoramic image 

from the PanCam. (b) A zoomed-in image of (a), showing three stained spots. (c) The 

colposcopic image under 12× magnification. (d) A zoomed-in image of (c), showing the 

same three spots as in (b). 

5.7 Discussion 

Typically the anal canal region has a length of ~ 2─4 cm, including squamous mucosa, 

dentate line, and columns of morgagni. The FOV of our PanCam allows us to capture a 

length of 1.8 cm at a time, and therefore the whole anal canal can be imaged by our 

PanCam in one or two shots. In addition, for our current work, we directly used a PAL 

available from the market to build the proof-of-concept PanCam prototype. In the future we 

can customize the PAL’s optical design to further increase the FOV if needed. 

The reconstruction of the distortion-free panoramic image from an annular raw image 

includes the restoration in both azimuthal and radial direction of the annular image.  The 

reconstruction in the azimuthal direction can be simply achieved by converting the annular 

shape into the rectangular shape as described in Section 5.3.1. After this step, the 

panoramic image is still distorted in the radial direction. For reconstruction in the radial 

direction, there are several existing approaches methods. Gilbert et al. and Zhao et al. 
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developed different re-projection equations to correct the distortion [5,16]. However, 

different PALs may have different distortion distribution and the equation may not be 

always accurate in general cases. Here we chose another approach that directly measures 

the amount of distortion using a calibration test chart. Although this approach requires an 

extra step of calibration, it can guarantee the correct reconstruction as long as we can 

recover the test chart faithfully. Therefore, using the test chart can be a general solution for 

calibrating different designs of PALs. 

In this chapter, the panoramic image reconstruction was carried out using MATLAB in a 

computer. For our future work, the whole image processing algorithm can be developed 

into an application software (app), and installed into the smartphone itself for image 

processing, so that no desktop/laptop will be needed for the image reconstruction process. 

For example, we can use Eclipse, an integrated development environment (IDE), for the 

software development. As a demonstration, an app’s user interface is shown in Figure 5.16. 

The left button switches on the camera to capture the raw annular image of the tissue 

sample (Figure 5.16a). The middle button guides the user to the photo album to select the 

target raw image (Figure 5.16b). The right button reconstructs the selected raw image in 

both the azimuthal and radial direction to recover it to the final panoramic image, and saves 

it to the photo album (Figure 5.16c). We believe adding this feature can help to make the 

PanCam an ideal solution to the problem of finding a portable, high-performance, and low-

cost imaging platform. 
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Figure 5.16. The image reconstruction software in Android system. (a) The left button 

switches on the camera to capture the raw annular image. (b) The middle button guides the 

user to select the captured annular image. (c) The right button reconstructs the annular 

image to the final panoramic image, and saves it to the photo album. 

5.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter we developed a novel smartphone-based panoramic endoscope, named the 

PanCam. The PanCam consists of a panoramic annular lens (PAL) for getting the 360° 

panoramic view of the tissue, a light source for providing uniform illumination, and a 

camera module connected with a smart phone for image capture, providing a resolution of 

100─140 μm. The PanCam has several advantages. It captures the panorama of all the 

tissues around it with one single shot, making wide FOV video-rate time-lapse imaging of 

live tissue possible, which can also be useful for telemedicine and remote surgery. The 

system is low-cost, so that the endoscope probe can even be made disposable to avoid 

potential cross-contamination. The integration with the smartphone makes the whole 

system very compact and suitable for point-of-care applications. Finally, due to its compact 

and easily-scalable size, we believe the PanCam can potentially find broad applications for 

imaging multiple cavities inside the human body (including anal canal, rectum, and 

esophagus) for the screening and early diagnosis of cancer. 
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C h a p t e r  6  

SUMMARY 

In this thesis, we have presented several novel wide field-of-view (FOV) microscopic 

imaging systems to address the needs in high-throughput screening for biological research 

and clinical diagnosis.   

1. We applied the ePetri Dish, a wide FOV on-chip bright-field microscope, for plaque 

analysis of murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1) over a wide FOV of 6 mm × 4 mm at 30 min 

intervals. We implemented a customized image-processing program containing a 

density-based clustering algorithm to identify plaques at a very early stage when they 

only contain several dead cells. Finally, we demonstrated the capabilities of the ePetri 

in viral titer count, tracking of plaque growth, and the evaluation of antiviral drugs. To 

our knowledge, this is the first time viral plaques can be recognized and tracked at the 

level of individual cell death event, due to the high-resolution-wide-FOV capability of 

the ePetri and the implementation of the clustering algorithm. We expect that the ePetri 

device can be used for many applications in virology such as the study of virus 

behavior and the discovery of new antiviral drugs. 

2. We developed a wide FOV on-chip fluorescence imaging technique, the Talbot 

microscope, for high-throughput live cell imaging. The Talbot microscope takes 

advantage of the Talbot effect and can generate a focal spot array at the Talbot distance 

to scan the fluorescence samples directly on-chip at a resolution of 1.2 μm and an FOV 

of ~13 mm2. We demonstrated its capability by imaging various fluorescence-stained 

and live green fluorescent protein (GFP)-coded cell samples. We further upgraded the 

Talbot microscope for the long-term time-lapse imaging of cell cultures within 

incubators, and named it the Talbot fluorescence ePetri. As demonstration, we obtained 

time-lapse images of live GFP cells, and we also employed the system to analyze the 

cells’ dynamic response to an anticancer drug. To our knowledge, the Talbot 

fluorescence ePetry system is the first demonstration of automated wide FOV and high-

resolution fluorescence imaging for longitudinal studies that does not rely on 

conventional microscopy methods. We believe the Talbot microscope can also find 
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significant applications in many emerging fields, such as tissue engineering and stem 

cell differentiation, where the longitudinal study of a large number of living samples is 

needed. 

3. We developed a novel wide FOV scanning endoscope, named the AnCam, for the 

high-throughput screening of the whole anal canal tissue. The AnCam is based on 

contact image sensor (CIS) technology used in commercialized business card scanners, 

and can capture the whole image of the anal canal within 10 seconds with a resolution 

of 89 μm, a maximum FOV of 100 mm × 120 mm, and a depth-of-field (DOF) of 0.65 

mm at 5.9 line pairs per mm (lp/mm). We demonstrated the performance of the AnCam 

by imaging the entire anal canal of an animal model and time-lapse tracking the 

dynamics of acetowhite testing. Finally, we upgraded the AnCam prototype with 

biocompatible materials for the anal canal screening of real patients. To our knowledge, 

the AnCam is the first imaging device for capturing the whole circumferential inner 

cylindrical surface of the whole anal canal. The overall imaging performance, the 

reproducibility of the images, and the ease-of-use together make the AnCam a highly 

attractive potential alternative to current imaging modalities of the anal canal. 

4. We developed a panoramic endoscope, named the PanCam, to further enhance the 

speed of wide FOV endoscopic imaging. The PanCam is based on a smartphone 

platform integrated with a panoramic annular lens (PAL), and can capture a FOV of 18 

mm × 120 mm within a single shot with 100─140 μm resolution. In addition, we 

developed a novel illumination method to ensure that all the tissues within the 

PanCam’s FOV are uniformly illuminated. The fast imaging nature of the PanCam 

makes the wide FOV video-rate imaging of live tissue possible. In addition, the 

PanCam has a compact and easily-scalable size, and therefore we believe it can 

potentially find broad applications for imaging multiple cavities inside human body 

(including anal canal, rectum, and esophagus) for the screening and early diagnosis of 

cancer. 

In summary, the wide FOV microscopes and endoscopes presented in this thesis have 

demonstrated their capabilities in longitudinal imaging of living organisms, on the scale of 

viral plaques to live cells and tissues. They can potentially have high impact in high-
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throughput imaging in life sciences and medical diagnosis. In addition, all these systems are 

compact, low-cost, and available for mass-production, and therefore can also be quite 

suitable for point-of-care and telemedicine applications. 

 



 
 

 


